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Holland City News.
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DOESBUaa, Editor and

@
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H., Livery and Sale Stable; Apples,V bushel ................ $ 35
Beans, » bushel ...................1 fio
Office of Daily Stage Line to Saugatuck, 9th
Butter, fl lb .....................
street, near Market.
Clover seed, fllb ..................
Eggs, )1 dozen
Liquor fiialsn.
Honey, V lb .......................

rpEN HAGE, Wm„

Dealer in all kinds of Liquors,
Beer, Cidar, Pop, Cigars, Sardines, and keepTXSBS or SUBSCIIPTIOH^M.OOpirjitr la adunci.
er of a flue Pool Table, No. 5o Eighth street.

A

iOB PRINTING PROMPTLY AND NKATLY DONE.

TERMS OF ADVERTISING:

rtUKEMA J. A C. Wagon and Blacksmith
±J Shop. Horse-shoeingand all kinds of repair-

ten lines, (nonpareil,) 75 cents
tor lirst insertion, and 25 cents for each subse- ing

done. Eighth Street aiew

quent insertion for any period under three
months.

doors west of River.

Mist torkiti.

5
5 Oi
8
800 10
10 00 17
17 00 25
25 00 40
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IJUTKAU A VAN ZoEREN, New Meat

1

®
@

“
“

“

f/’UITE.J.,Dealer

in all kinds of meats and
vegetables ; Meat Market on 8th street.

lY

.

I7ANDERHAAR,

new

v

bushel ............. ......
Buckwheat, V bnshel .............

Notices of Births, Marriages, and Deaths published whitout charge for subscribers.

Kmfietorln, Xilli, Shopi, Xte.

“

DAUELS, VAN PUTTEN A CO.,

of Ptugger MUle: (Steam
Mills.) near foot of 8th street.

"

"
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2 50
4 00

Public, Conveyancer,
and Insurance Agent. Office,City Drug

v 8th street.

5.25 a. in.
8.85 p. w.

4 a

What are we going
Still

Still

«*cept Sunday and Monday.
J EDEBOER, F, 8., Physician and Snigeon;
Dally except Saturday.
office at residence, on Eighth street, near Chi
II Mondays only.
A M. L. S. R. R. crossing.
All other indns daily except Sundays.
All tains on this road, will be rnn by Chicago
time which is 20 minutes later than Columbus
time.
be found at Wm. Vau Putten’s Drug 8tore. Calls
made In city and country day or night. Acote
Xtoh. Lake Shore Bail
and Chronicdiseases successfully treated. Consultation
j4_4W

,-

-

Eastern

m°

free.

E. J,

weighing 150 pounds generates 120,000
gaa. A decomposing bikly

do, sweet friend,

cubic feet of

wait for crime and pain,

gives off sulpheretedhydrogen and

___

41
80
07 Pigeon.
40 Holland,
80 Allegan,

00
83
38
13

other gases emitted are not offensive, but
are poisonous, so that people are frequent-

The highest and proudest name?

water percolates, and entering out houses

drive the sisterwild?

ly

martyr the brave young aonl

poverty take the place of wealth,

U breathed and creates disease.”
Is this our mission on earth, sweet friends,

With

come?
snd do the work

In the yean that are U
If not, let os rouse

at

But against this evil a word

HAURINGTON.

And

lift

a

may

low-fever and render these maladies perfectly

speak,

uid,

warning hand.

And lift a warning hand, sweet friends,
With a cry for home and health,

The

00

lusiuew

A

J.,

A

Agent. Office
Eighth street.

Balking ini Ixokwge.

AT

v

AN PUTTEN JACOB,

lectlog, Drafts bought
street.

Banking and Coland sold; Elghto
»-iy

Birbon.

UPVE GROOT,
rates.

L. barber. Hair cutting, shaving,
sharapoonlug, halr-dyelng, etc., done at rea
sonable
Barber shop next door to the City
14-ly

Hotel.
Boots

ail Sboei.

TTEROLD,

E., Manufacturer of and dealer in
Boots and Shoes, Leather, Findings, etc.,
Eighth street.

AA

Coanliiloi XiroUit.

TkEACH BRO'S, CommissionMerchants,

A)

and

--

—

Ducklings Arnica Salve,
The best Salve in the world for Cuts,

Attorneyat Law and Collecting
in Kenyon A Van Pulten'a bank

U.S. of

I.

HARMONY LODGE, No

12, United Sons of
Industry,meets at their Hall over, Krniseuga's
Store, every Thursday evening.
Visiting brothers cordiallyinvited.

„
D.

.

Van BbuggIn,

A. McDonald,President.
R. S.

X. 0. of 0. F.

„

priint

w*1.

*r1,

8lJr*tf 01 l*ie

U,llce, ovor

^

If
Call

Onigi aid Htdlciiii.

IIOESBURG.J.O., Dealer

Drugs and MedlA/ clnes, Paints and Oils, Brashes,Ac. Physician s prescriptions carefully put up: Eighth st.

You Intend
at

the Drug

to Point,

Store of Heber Walsh,

and examine the

D. R., Drug Store. Fine Drags, Meddues. Fancy Goods, Toilet Articles and Perfumeries. River street.

JL

VASiT/ru^i;,D.^rProp,r[“f0";xt

cheap.

Omral

ATAN PUTTEN G„

fLMo»

street.

full supply

needles for all machines.
’

A

Osalin.

new

lot of

General Dealers, in Drv
8Dd

C^‘

Cigars, just received as

Tobaccos. Also, Finxer’s
Mixed Plug Smoking. Something new.
PKSSINK BRO’S.
well as Fancy

ttt*.^

be will keep on
of sewing machine

this city and Ticinity that

hand a
Plctnre Frames,etc. : River

it

will at once preserve the health of the liv-

dead. The Dochfs hinds, and
in aolutiou in amall

ing and the bodies of the

tor frequently rubs

can even drink

it

Ron

quantities.Physicians have claimed that
nothing can penetrate dead tissues. Dr.
Rodgers has

falsified this

theory in one of

his early experiments on the body of a

woman who had been dead thirty days.
He colored the fluid black and injected It
into the body, and when the leg was afterward cut tbe flesh appeared a natural red
color and the dark fluid oozed

have proved beyond

out.

"We

all question,” said

tbe Doctor, "that it not only preventfi but
arrests decomposition, and Prof.

Wood

and other eminent physiciansin this city
admit

it

after the severest tests."

making experiments for the preservation The first instance of the applicationof
meat. His attentionwas attractedto the "Allekton” in this city Is not only so
the subject more particularly en reading full of interest,bat so startling,that men-

of

city and give an explanation of his process. withstanding the large quantity of ice
About fifty physicians and undertakers used, that the undertakersuggestedan imthis city, New Haven, Baltimore, mediate interment. "No,” said the disand other large cities, assembled Saturday tracted husband, "I will carry out my
afternoon at the rooms of Mr. Stephen poor wife’s wishes to the letter.” The unMerritt, io Eighth avenue to witness the dertaker had recourse to Dr. Rodgers, who

from

place

known

as the MDr. Morris

cash. Inquire

way introduced himself to bis audience.
He is a tail, well-built mao of 58, with a
large, intellectual head, slightly bald,
light hair, and has the address and manner
of a professionallecturer.While he was
speakiug the curiosity of his bearers won
aroused by three open caskets which lay
behind him.

only was decomposition arrested, but the
face resumed a lifelike hue and the limbs
became relaxed. The body was interred

at the end of the six days in the family
anlt

at

Woodlawn, and

there some tonch-

log incidents of this kind

may

be wit-

nessed twice or three timet a week
Uie

when

gentleman enters the fault, unlocks the

“If the gentlemen will now step forward," casket,gazes upon and embraces the body
said he, "I will explain the process."One of his wife. A few days ago he entered

of the caskets contained the body of a tbe vault with bis IRtle child of 8 years,
woman who was carried off by a malig- and when he lifted the little one over the
brush, sold by Uie gallon, and can be ap- 7 acres, with improvementsand house.
nant disease, and the third waa that of a casket it ^rled out, "Oh, papa, there’s
plied by any person. Sample cards free.
Try Johnston'sSarsaparilla the best io man who died of consumption. The mamma," god both father and child kissed
White Lead, Oils, Varnish, Brushes, &c., the
if
body of one of the women bad been lying the remains aa affectionately as in life.
cry
ft-18w
in the Morgue and the undertaker’s thirty- This scene, according to Dr. Rodgers, may
Store man wishes to inform the Ladies of

fanltnrs.

The

Seventy Shades of Cottage Colors, at this office, or at J. W. llopklos, Esq.,
These paints are mixed ready for the Grand Haven, Mich.,— containing nearly

Mil E. J. Harrington, the Cheap Cash
inc80t

—

Holland, Michigan.

place," Is for sale cheap for

in

Af EENG8,

moat powerful agent ever

ness, General Debility,Drowsiness and experiments. Shortly after 8 o’clock Dr.
after a brief consultation, bad the consent
Rodgers uppeared, and in a very modest of the husband to apply the fluid. Not

A Rkuulab Communicationof Unity Lodgk*
No. 191, F. A A. M.. will be held at Masonic Hall* Low Spirits. This wonderful remedy will
Holland, Mich., on Wednesday evening,Animat positively cure, and that where every other
7, at 7M o’clock, sharp.
remedy has failed. To prove that this
Doitlit.
Datid Bkbtsch, W. M.
wonderful remedy will do ail we claim for
O. Brbyman, Sec'v.
r't EE, D. M., Dental Surgeon; residenceand ofit you are presentedwith a trial bottle free
VJ flee on Eighth street,opposite Van K&alte's
of cost, by which you will readily perceive
Shoe store.
its wonderful curative qualities,and will
f
Notices.
show you what a regular one dollar size
L'URGUSON, B. R. Dental Surgeon. Performs
£
Appertaining to Dentistryin
bottle will do. For sale by Heber Walsh,
Gali

destroy contagion, and In this

Bruises, Sores, Ulcers, Salt Rheum, Tetter,
Chapped hands, Chilblains,Corns, and of the cremating proces of Dr. Lemoyne tion of it cannot be here omitted. The
all kinds of Skin Eruptions. This salve In Pennsylvania, which he regarded as
wife of a wealthy gentleman residing in
is guaranteed to give perfect satisfaction
revolting in the extreme. In order to Forty-seventh street, died of puerperal fein every case or money relunded. Price
25 Cents per box. For Sale by Heber bring the matter in the fullest light before ver on tbe 28 of last May, in her 88th year.
Walsh, Holland, Michigan.
the public the Doctor placed himself iu Prior to her demise she requested her huscommunicationwith the leading scientists band not to have her remains interred for
Better than Gold.
of the country, and in responseto numer- six days. After tbe third day the odor
The grand climax of success is at last ous invitations consented to come to this
from the body became so offensive, notachieved. The poor rejoice, the sick

Holland City Lodge, No. 192, IndependentOrder
arise and walk, the rich bask in the golden
of Odd Fellows, boloaits regular meetings at Odd
Fellow's Hall, HollandMich., on Tuesday Evening sunshine »f perfect health. The physical
of each week
miseries of the human frame need no lonVisiting brothers are cordially invllcd.
ger be endured. Dr. King's California
Butkau, N. O.
Golden Compound, for Dyspepsia, ConstiN. W. Bacon, R. 8.
pation, Sick Headache, Coming up of
Food, Jaundice, Liver Complaint, BiliousF. ft A. )K.

dealers In Grain, Flonr and Produce. Highest market price paid for wheat. Office in Brick
store cor. Eighth A clsh streets,Holland, Mich. 17

innocuous.Its primary effect, he

is to

placed within the reach of mao, so that

O

,

compound the Doctor

worst cases of small-pox, typhus or yel-

Y

rPKN EYCK,

the new

said he would enter the abodes of the

Againstthis spirit of ram.
There is not a soul so poor and weak
In all this goodly land,

Liver is King,

River street.

ammo-

nia, which are offensive to the smell. The

Liver is the imperialorgan of the
Adding voice to voice, till the sounds shall
(Mug North.
whole human system, as it controls the
doing South.
sweep
No. 4. No. 2. STAH0N8
NoTJ. No. i.
life, health and happiness of man. When
p. m. p. m.
p. m. a. m.
Like rum's death-knell,o’er the earth,
IMJHOUTfiN,R. A. City Pnysician. Office at D. it is disturbed in its proper action, all
15 Muskegon,
Muskegon,
® 9? 12
« I®
2
7 50
And the weak and waveringshall hear,
R. Meengs’ Drug Store, 8ch Street.
7 25 11
Ferrysburg, 2
8 40
kinds of ailments are the natural result.
And the faint grow brave and strong.
7 15 11
Grand Haven, 2
8 56
The digestion of food, the movements of
6 30 11
8
9 40
Phjtjgrapher.
And the true and good and great and wise
the
heart
and
blood,
the
action
of
the
5 85 10
8 45 11 15
Join hands to right this wrong.
brain and nervous system, are all Imme5 07 10 >8 Fillmore, 4 15 11 45
JJIGGIN8, B. P. the le^ln8 Photographer.Gal8 55 9
6
1 15
diately connected with the workings of the
D. P. CLAY, Receiver,
Liver. It has been successfullyproved
LIFELIKE IN DEATH.
Grand Rapids, Mich.
Sadiliri.
that Green’s August Flower is unequalled
Close connectionsmade at Allegan with G. R. A
17AUPELL,H.,Manufacturer of and dealer in in curing all persons afflicted with Dyspep- A BemarkaWe Invention for Preierving
I. R. R. and L. S. A M. S. for Plalnwell,KalamaHarness, Trunks, Saddles and Whips; sia or Liver Complaint, and all the numerzoo, Ft. Wayne, Cleveland, Ac., Ac.
the Bodiei of theDeal
Eighth street.
ous symptoms that result from an unhealthy condition of the Liver and Stomach.
A remarkable contributionto science is
Tobacco ud Cigars.
Sample bottles to try, 10 cents. Positively
lirfftotij.
Dr. Rodgers’chemical solution styled (he
rpE ROLLER, G. J., General dealer In Tobacco, sold in all towns on the Western ContiCigars, Snufl, Pipes, etc.; Eighth street.
nent. Three doses will prove that it is just “Allekton”for preserving dead bodies.
Attoraeyi.
what you want.
The word is Greek, and is freely traos
Witcbu aid Jewolry.
TTOWARD, M. D., Claim Agent, Attorney and
lated ‘‘everlastingly.’’The Doctor, who
AA Notary Public; River street.
Every lady should get a Dress Lift for
TOSLIN A BREYMAN, Watchmakers, Jewelers, 25 cents at
hails from Ban Francisco, invented this
IIAC BRIDE, P. H., Attorney and Counselor at
and dealers In Fancy Goods; Corner of MarE. J. HARRINGTON.
compound a year and a half ago while
ivA Law, and Proctor in Admiralty.No. 11 ket and Eighth Street.
,

known

accordingto the ablest scientists. A body

respect it is the

1A ORRIS, 8. L, Physicianand Surgeon. Office,
ITlat resid ence, on TweUth st., and at U. Walsh's
Drug Store.

from
a few

And aln and crime and shame
Dug down to the very depthe of hell

And

Sslfat $1410 per barrel and at
a

wholesalefor $1.25 ptr barrel

This b the most powerful poison

TUI the waters of death like a burning stream,
O’er the whole great nation roll ;

7-lv

-*•*

that

pregnatedlo a well, poisoned 487 persons.

bring to the grave the gray haired sire,

Still

SEOEE

same authority we learn

poisoned by gases without knowing It.
When sulphureted hydrogen Is breathed
it causes diarrhea, typhus and typhoid
fevers, which was proved In all the wars
from the Crimea to the Turco-Russian.
The molecules In small pox cases penetrate the earth and come to the surface as

Still

Chicago Depot, Holland, Mich,

±J

to

for this reason, ac-

drops of decomposing animal matter, im-

break the sufferingmother's heart,

Still

Sells Ticketa to principal points in the United
Stares and Cansda. Through bills of Lading toned
and rates given for freight to all pointa eaat and
west. Information aa to routes and connections
for travellers,and rates of freight for shippers,
cheerfully furnished at the

WlF

Taken Effect, luesday, Jan. 15, 1878.

USE

the

Then bind the bralsea,and heal the wound,
And soothe the woe again?
Let the fiend stilltorture the weary wife,
Still polaou the coming child,

HAILROAD,

2.40

Boal

KIH

that fearfulfiend of death

5

FREIGHT AND TICKET AGENT,

CBICASO ud
A^.ISWTe„f-4hr|,c1^i-'d'DC''°PPO''“

baffle

London

cording to "Wilson’s Hygiene,” and

Aa he haa passed before,

MATRAU,

H. C.

Store,

io the City of

Leaving his deadly poisoneddranght
At every nnbarred door?

@7

ALSU, H., Notary

en cemeteries have recently been closed

Shall we fold oar hande and bid him past,

@«

m.

mw.

.

“

• Mixed trains,
!
\

@

“
“

Public i

12.15 “
REST, R. B. A L. E., Surgeons and PhysicUns.
5.10 " * 11.00 a. m. MJ Office at their residence, Overysel, Mich.
8.25 p. m. t 9.45 "
1.05

1

*

art we going U dot

Whoae metaenger la rnmf

100

Xe&ti, Eio.

FhriieU&i

»«

New Buffalo &
Chicago.

.

Saw and Flour

To

said, "contained gases

sufficient to poison 27,000 persons. Elev-

1

......
......

Flour, |T 100 lb. ........... .1
Proprietors Pear] Barley, V 100 A ....... ...... 8 00

"Seven bodies recently removed from

one church," he

What are we going to do, aweet friendi,
In the year to come,

Shonlders ........... ........... a 6
Tallow, per A ..........................a 6
...........................2 @10
post, HENRY D., Real Estate and losarance Turkeys.
a. Agent, Notary Pabllo and Conreyauoer;Col- Chickens, dressed per lb ................ 8
lections made In Holland and vicinity.

Leave
Holland,
I 1.15 a. m.
f 5.15 “
8.80 p. m.

Muskegon,Peniwaier
& Big Rapids. 10.45 a. m.
it ^ 9.25 p. m.

.....

27
60
15 00
ig 00
00
1 00

A

VoUrr

11.55 a.m.
t 9.35 p.m.

.......

Beef, dressed per A .........

Chicago k Michigan Lake Shore B. B.

••

.

danger.

propriate for the opening of the depart-

CO., ProprietorsoTthi PojJ. ** “. ......................8H| 4
Phoenix Planing Mill. All kinds of buildSmoked Meat .................
aio
ing material famished at Grand Rapids prices.
Ham... ........................
W..

V

•*

25®

.....

^

V 100 ih .............
Manufacturer of and Dealer in
11 Agricultural Implements; commission agent Barley, ^ 100 lb .............
Middling,V 100 lb .......... :
for Mowing Machines* cor. 10th A River street.

fTERBEEK, H.

Grand Rapids.

ton

have selected the following poem, which,
although familiar to many, appears ap-

ment:—
What

@

50
.......................
®
.

Bran,

LTEALD, R. K.,

A

goads.

V

Feed. |1 ton ...............

An X before the Subscriber'sname wllL donote
the expiration of the Subscription.Two XX signify that no paper will be contipuedafter data.
All advertisingbills collectable quarterly.

Trains.

used by painters in varnishing

.

A

Oats,

Arrive at
Holland.

The

a

...... ................ 2 25
Stave bolts, hard wood. .................. 8 00
Railroad ties ................................
10
Shingles,
.....................’....» 2 00

1

Business Cards in
lines, $2.00 per annum,

1,

’

small

ib
9
15

fr&la, Peed, Eto.
H., Dealer in Fresh, Salt,
90
1 00
and Smoked Meats and Vegetables; paper Wheat, white p bushel ......
G'orn,shelled V bushel ............ 42
City Directory, not over three and twine; 8th street.

Taken Effect, Tuesday Jan.

quart A

b next dipped Into the fluid and passed
The W. 0. T. U. hold weekly meetings
over the entire body, and this part of the
on Wednesday afternoon, of each week at
Hay, v ton .......................
8 00
....
process the Doctor styles "brushing.”
Onions, $1 bushel ................
1 00 8 p. m., at Hope Church.
Potatoes, 9 bushel ...............
»)
This completed, the body, it is claimed,
Timothy Seed, V bushel ........... ® 2 00
remains
Intact for months and years. "Of
Introductory,
Wool, V lb ............... ......
course,” said the Doctor, "we do not proWood, SUTM, EtO,
We open this week a new department pose to prevent absolute putrid decompoGordwood, maple, dry .....................$ 200
“ green ................... 2 00 in the News, which we trust will in some sitiou, but we have accompibhed the fact
beach, dry ...... ........... 200
degree keep alive the interest in the cause
green ................1 75
that the body shall remain perfectlyinHemlock Bark ..................... @4 00 of temperaoce. It will contain short artinocuoui." He said it was astonishing
Staves, pork, white oak ..............@10 00
Staves, Tierce,
......... 12 00 cles, original and selected, upon the sub- how people sit in churches where bodies
Heading bolts, soft wood ........... @ 2 54
ject of temperance.For this week we
Heading bolts, hardwood,. . ............... 2 75
are interred and never realize their

MarJLP ket, near corner Eighth and Fish Street. All
Stave bolls, softwood
kinds of sausages constaurtlyon hand.

00 1 8 00
00 10 00
00 17 00
00 | 25 00
00 1 40 00
00 1 65 00

Yearly advertisers have the privilege of three
changes.

pil

intestines, the fluid being

“

| 3 M. | 6 M. I 1 Y.

850

the

io by a small rubber tube.

flat brush

8

339.

.

Wsgoumaksriaai Blaokiaitki.

One aqnare of

1 Square

lastly into

average quautity Is one

....

<&

Publisher.

W.

40

NO.

one lung, then over another, and

first over

pumped

Produce, Etc.

YTTBBELINK, J.

OFFICE ; VAN LANDEGEND’S BLOCK.
0. J.

WHOLE

1878.

This space belongs to the Woman's
Christian Temperance Union.

•

Office

il

HAN,

•

<0ur patfeftji.

17,

£>

PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY AT

•

H„ Livery and Sale Stable.

and barn on Market street. Everythingflrstclass.

A WEEKLYllBWSPAPER,

BUCITY,

AUGUST

MICH., SATURDAY,

at

market.

I

NOTICE.

The undersigned,Dr. L. E Best, having
settled in the Holland colony, offers his
services as a Physician,Surgeon and Ac
coucheur to the public at large, and
whereas he pays particular attentionto
chronic diseases, and fine surgery, be has
concluded to stop at the City Hotel, in the
City ot Holland, on Saturday of each week,
where he can be consulted from 9 a. m.
until 4 p.

m.

L. E. BEST,
Overysel Sept 22, 1878.

M. D.

two days, and yet, under the influence of be continuedfor years.— Asm York Herald.
the newly-discovered fluid, not only

was

there no offensive odor, bat the limbs
were entirely flexible snd

the skin

assumed

Dispatches from Burcharestreport that
the Russians are leaving Roununis for

hue. The Doctor exhibited the home at the rate of five thousand a day.
"needle" used In the proces, s tube shoot Aa abon as these no longer welcome guests
fourteoo inches long snd one-third of to are fairly out of tbe way, the Roumanian
a life-like

Inch In diamer, with a tapering point, army will make a "triumphal entry” into
which is insertedin the abdomen and the capital, accompaniedby Its share of
forced upward through the diaphragm, the Bulgarian plnndcr.

N. Y. Alexander Mitchell, of Milwaukee, was
chosen President for the ensuing year.

ijfoIlMtli

4%

ifcaitt.

said he was offered the position of Naval
recommended that
The Orange Young Britons and ’PrenHe worid not take
tice Boys of Ottawa, Canada, celebrated the any snch portion where he would be obliged
to take care of Kenner, of the Returning
relief of Derry on the 12th inst, by a proces- Board. ,

Young Britons of
Montreal came up and took part Much feeling was roared in the Catholic section of the
city, and the Montreal Britons had to walk
three miles from the city to take a train for
home, in order to escape the violence of a mob
of about 800 at the depot When the city
THE EAST.
Britons returned from the junction,whither
they had accompanied the Montreal party
By a collision on the Vermont Central they proceeded to tbe loiter town and attacket
railroad,near Northfleld Farris, One night a number of Oatholiehouses,firing their reinto every crowd they
last week, the engineer,fireman and one pas- volvers indiscriminately
met A number o« people were wounded, an<
senger were killed.

HOLLAND

WEEKLY

QITY.

REVIEW.

I

Royal B. Conant, the

the polio© made

defaulting

cashier of the EHot National Bazik, of Boston,

has been held for

Vernon

trial

in bonds of 996; 000.

Brothers' paper mill, near

.

.

.

Northamp

ton; Maas., has been destroyed by fire. Loss,

9112,000.

The Atlantic coast from Connecticut
northward was swept by a forions tornado on

the 9th inst At Wallingford,Ci,

it

was

at-

tended by a distressing loss of life and property. Ninety bnildings were leveled to the
ground, twenty persons killed,and about forty
more or less Injured, At Watertown, N. Y., a
vast amount of property was destroyed
by tbe sodden rising or the waters. On the
Connecticut coast a vessel was struck

by

[.

sion and picnic. About 100

HIOHIGAN.

im

Officer at New Orleans,but
it be given to a “ nigger.”

..r

many

arrests.

POUTWL.

The 'Turks
men and

FOREIGN.
are, slowly

removing their

material from Varna, one of the

mag-

nificent fortresses which Russia was unable to
wrest from them by force of arms, but which
strikes its colors to the authority of the treaties
of Ban Stefano and Berlin. The evacuation
will be completedin abont two months. No
toward thesnrrender of Batoum has
yet been made, and the Rasdans are becoming
argent on that point. . .The fever is increasing
in Cyprus alarmingly. Forty members of one
British regiment have been attacked. . .Three

movemM

.

.

IMPORTS AND EXPORTS.

journey was performed in a little less
Figures of the Fiscal Year Complete than three hours. Kew bridge, eleven
-A Balance of •201,744,000In Favor of miles, was shot under in three hours and
the Urn! ted States.
twenty-eightminutes from the start, and

The

Mr. Joseph Nimmo, Jr., the acting then, for the first time, some refreshchief of the Bureau of Statistics a ment was partaken of. At 5 o’clock
Washington, has finally; obtained the re. Richmond was sighted, and a short disturns of the commerce for June from the tance beyond this pleasant resort a turn
home the young lady not
Pacific coast, and has now completed a
comparative statement of the imports exhibitingthe slightest symptoms of faand exports of the United States for the tigue. The journey back to Barker’*
fiscal year ended the 80th of June, com- Rails, Mortlake, where the twenty miles;'
pared with like date for the correspond- were completed, was accomplished withitag periods of the year immediately out mishap, aud Miss . Beckwith, far
preceding, specie values. The figures from being exhausted, was taken intoare corrected to Aug. 1, 1878. They the steamer amid hearty manifestations
make a remarkable showing, and are as of satisfaction,having been in the water
follows:
six hours and twenty-five minutes
mebchaudikk.
London Telegraph.

w“™e

'

thousand Moptenegrins have joined the insurThere are indications
The new LegiilaturB^f'NorfchOBro- gents in Heriegovina
of an intention to proclaim a holy war in
DM Is Detflocratio by a targe majority.There Bosnia.
For the tvelte vionthn
will be a lively Iteht for the Senatorship. Sen.
ended June 80.
Right Hon. William E. Forster, the ,0-o
1878—
Exports,
domestic
................
1880.688,798
ator Mtrrimon Is a candidate for re-election.
Exports,
foreign
..................
14,200,402
His most formidable competitor is Gov. Vance. well-knownLiberal leader, will visit America
....The Democrats of the Tenth Ohio Con- in the autumn .... A marriagehas been ar. Tot*> ........................
4894,864,200
gressionalDistrict have nominated Gen. Tom ranged between Prince Lonis Napoleon, son of
ImP°ri* ....................
...... 487,081,613
Ewing for re-electionto Congress....Hon. the Emperor Napoleon III,, and Princess
Excess of exports over Imports. . 4267,832,667
Godlove 8. Orth has been nominatedfor Con- Thyra, third daughterof Christian IX., King
gress by tbe Bepnblicans of the Ninth In- of Denmark. The PrincesThyra is a sister of
1877— Exports, domestic .............
$689,670,224
diana District....Maj. E. A. Burke, who the Princessof Wales.
Exports, foreign.................. 12,604,990
figured in the celebratedWormley Hotel conA severe battle was fought between
ference, has been nominatedfor State Treas, To4*1 .........................
*602,476.220
urer by the Louisiana Democraticconvention. the Austrians and Bosnians Aug. 8, in which
ImP°rt8 ......................... 451,323,127
Burke has developed from a common day la- the former were victorious. The loss of the
Excess of exports over imports.. 4151, 152, 094
borer, in ten years, to great wealth and con- Austrianswas fifty killed and wounded. The
trolling politicalinfluence .... Four delegates to Bosnian forces numbered about 6,000, and inthe Louisiana DemocraticState Convention, cluded artillery and a large force of Turkish
Exports,foreign .......
..... i 6,678,240
who offered to sell their votes, were summarily regularsled by regular officers. Four hundred
expelled from the hall.
Total.
of the latter were captured ____ A Trebiaond
.$ 33,732.225
Imports .
. 29,821,313
Beverly Douglass, the fighting Vir- liftpatch reports that ‘the native tribee are
lathering in great force in the defiles leading
Excess of exports over imports... .$ 8,911.912
ginia Congressman,has been defeated for o Artvin, determined to oppose the carrying
renomination
The Republicans of Colorado out of the decisions of the Berlin congress,u 1877-Exports,domestic ................
$ 43, 184,788
have nominated F. W. Pitkin for Governor, is estimated that their numbers will reach 15,Exports, foreign.................. 13,027,499
000
men
....
An
explosion
in
t|re
mines
or
magaand James B. Belford for Congress....The
h Oi Kars, recently,
South Carolina Republicans held their State zines of the fortification
TmJS?1 ............. ........... * 56,162,287
imports ...........................40,774414
Conventionat Columbia last week, and re- caused the destructionof the principalpart of
solved to make no nominations for State offices. the town by fire.

„

...

.

—

, Talk With Tom Thumb.
Tom Thumb is rather fat, bearded,
and looks his age of 40 years, according
to a correspondent of the Boston Herald,
who visited him a few days ago at his
home in Middleboro, Mass. His mother
and his married brother and sister live
in the neighborhood. He showed a tiny
coat that he wore over thirty years ago,
when first exhibited, and said: “I used.

enough, but now,
why I don t believe an ordinary-sized
man could more than squeeze two of his
fingers into that sleeve. Those were
the days when I was a little chap, and
no mistake. I used to weigh only about
twenty pounds, and measured an even
—
eighteen inches high; but now,” slaphis thigh, “I’m a portly old fellow of
coast.
seventy pounds, and I guess Pm a little
A terrible explosion in a steam sawrising forty inches. I stopped growing
mill, at Shamokin, Pa., last week, caused the
toil-queer to speak about my being tall,
Excess of exports over imports...* 15,387,828
instant death of three persons, and the fatal
isn t it ?— when I was about 22 years old.
The
American
officers
in
the
Egyptian
_ TOTAL MIHCHAND1S* AND SPIOI*.
The Texas Greenbackers met in State
wounding of three others.
1873— Exports, domestic ................
*707,738,783 Smoe then I’ve been maturing and getarmy
have
all
been
discharged
except
Gen.
convention at Waco on the 8th inst. and nomExports, foreign.................. 20,878,642
ting stout.” Tom denied Bamum’a
The funeral of twenty-five of those inated Gen. W. H. Hamman for Governor.
Stone — A Paris dispatch says Lewis Baker,
story about a rivalry between him and
killed by tbe tornado in Wallingford,Ot, took
Gen. Banning was defeated for a who shot Bill Poole in New York in 1855, died
Commodore Nutt for the hand of Lavinia
place on Sunday, the 11th inst Ten thoosand renomination for Congress in the Second Ohio in that city. Baker lived in Paris under the
*
assumed name of Jackson....A London disExcess of exports over import;. .*261.744.679 Warren. “Vina never looked on him
people were present, and folly 2,000 carriages.
»tch says there is a strong reason
except as a boy,” he said, “he was so
The jam was immense, and the scene one of
Private Dalzell has issued the fol- or believing that the English Government
moat sadness.The cemetery was surrounde •
much younger than she.” As to the reby the local company of NationalGuaxds, and lowing card, which fully explains itself: “I intends to gaifi a footingon the mainland of
ports of Nutts maniage with Minnie
125 special officers. The intermentswere have withdrawn from the Congressional race Asia Minor. The Soanderoonport of Aleppo
W^ren ^ho.fjrecenlty^ied, he said:
made in fifteen graves.
in the ThirteenthOhio district though I was is named as the probable objective point....
“People fell naturally into the idea
sure of a nomination on the 21st inst Bat I At Odessa, in Russia,sentence of death was
Work on the big East River bridge, have no money. How could I hope to win laseed upon one of the Nihilist agitators, and
Excess of exports over imports. .*166,539,917 because they were of the same age— he
connecting New York and Brooklyn, has been against a man willingto spend a million?I
our others were condemned to hard labor. In
This is the most remarkable showing was born in April and she in June, 1849
suspended for want of foods, and 600 men dis- dare not try. The system is wrong. A poor the excitement which followed,the crowd fired
in
American history. The exportation —and traveled so much together. Somecharged.
man should be as eligible to Congress as a rich upon the troops, woundingfour. The fire was
for
the month of June, the figures Tor imes hotel-keeperswould tell us that
returned,
and
two
rioters
were
killed.
.Laree
one. The man who buys an office will sell it.
THE WEST.
oonoesstonsare promised by the- Sultan to the which have not heretoforebeen printed such and such a room had been set apart
I will keep clear of the dirty business.”
Cretans,and it 1b sapposed there will be peace was $46,745,286,specie values, and im- ‘for Mr. and Mrs. Commodore Nutt,’
A terrible disaster occurred to a pasWASHIodTON.
apdbonteotmfntifi the island when these re- portation, $35,506,287.Of the /total and they were surprised to learn that
senger train ou the Pittsburgh.Cincinnati and
Mr. G. K. Chase, an agent of the Dd1 fortis are Secured. Bit ft has berfi detenmned
here was no 4 Mrs. Nutt’ Maj. Newell,
8t. Louis railroad, near Mingo Junction,Ohio,
in Constantinople to reject the demands of trade of $82,000,000,a little over $49,partment of Justice, who was sent out to in000,000 was transacted at the port of to whom she was married in July of last
Greece, which are consideredunreasonable.
a few days ago. Apassenger train, running at
vestigate affairs in Utah, has returnedto WashNew
> ;
year, is 23 years old.” 1
a speed of forty miles an hour to make up Tost
ington, and, it is said, will shortly submit a re- - The Kussian troops are being withtime, collided with a freight train coming in an
port recommendingthe removal of Gov. Em- drawn ftom Constantinople,San Stefirib and
Real Brown Bread.
opposite direction, was thrown down an emThe Danger of Boxing the Ear.
ory and Chief Justice Shaffer, both of whom Gallipoli.The Turkish troops will occupy the
bankment thirty feet high,1 'and completely
A writer in Nature discussesthe comhave been playinginto the hands of the Morwrecked. Fifteen persons were killed on the
positions immediately. ; Adrianople will be parative nutritive Dualities of white
Scarcely a day passes, we believe,
mons. ..The President has commissioned Euspot, thirty-three badly wounded, several
gene J. Ball, of Indiana, as Consol at Pesth evacuated by the Russians in six weeks, and bread, brown bread, and whole-meal without some schoolmaster for sohoolof them beyond hope of recovery, Austria} Asa C. Prindle, now Commercia Erzeroum and Bayazid will be evacuatedas
bread. He says : We shall find it im- ellow, in natural imitation of his mas•tad fifteen sbghjtly hurt Most of the victims
Agent at the Balize, Honduras, as United soon as the British fleet is withdrawn.... An possibleto make, by means of loaVen er) giving a lad a smart “ box ” upon
were English,, and German immigrants, who
uprising of Mohammedan fanatics has ocStates Consul at Para, Brazil; and William
were on their way to the West. Tbe accident
curred at Livno, Herzegovina.The Turkish or yeast, a light spongy loaf from whole the ear. Few persons would be bold
Thompson,
nb’w Agent at Bonthampton,Entook place just before daybreak. A'denSb fog
<wmmandaiit‘'w48 .killed, v H* " trtops wheat finely ground, the so-called enough to chdose the eye as a part upon
gland, to be Consol at that port
prevailedat the time, which obscured the view
nude common cause with the insurgents,
It is stated from Washington tha and marched \Wth them on Skoplie.... oerealin of the bran inducing chemical whioh it was expedient to inflict a violent
and added to the nriwry of the situation. . The
>low byway of moral education; but
oausfi of the calamity fa attributedto the con- “ onr authorities have decided not to treat with A Russian torpedo cutte/ exploded in the har- change* which results in a moist, clammy, denseproduct. Even whole Wheat here is, apparently,no end to the numductor of the freight train, who acknowledged
tar of Nioolaieff, killing thirty-four persons.
Sitting Boll upon his arrival in this country,
that bis watch stopped twenty minutes before
Among the successful American ex- merely crushed into meal, and hot >ers who select an organ upon which
but to arrest him, with his principalfollowers,
the collision,but without his knowledge'
ground, partakes of the same defect. violence is liabta to be attended with
hibits in the Paris Exposition are McCormick’s
toooangtd by the absence of troops, the and hold them as prisonersof war.”
much more dangeroua results; For nil
At a Cabinet meeting the other day— reaper and Pullman’s palace car. Specimens Fne flour, on the other hand, yields a
bread whioh is light enongh before mas- only is deafness caused by “boxes,”
a Washington dispatch reporte— it was re- of American coal and wheat reoeivA gold
IjffiAna Are becoming troublesome.Numbers
tication, but which, when masticated, which rupture (as they continually do)
medals. .-.The Undersecretary for India, when
of them hate gathered in the neighborhoodof solved that hereafter the rights of American
he drum of the ear, but the inflam maintroducingthe Indian budget in tbe British possesses a marked tendency to Jjecome
Yuma, creating neat alarm among the people, Citizens on the Mexican border must be reion of the internal cavity, whioh is so
compacted
into
dense
lumps
which
may
Parliament,
the
other
day,
gave
the
official
estiwho have armed themselves and made prepa- spected, on blood will follow. The Secretary
of War was instructedto notify Gen. Ord that mate of the number of deaths from famine in never be penetrated by the gastria-and frequent a result, may be followed years
rationi for
,
his duty in the future will remain the same as India at 1.850,000. .In the hope of patting intestinal juices, and whioh are a fre- afterward, perhaps, by disease of the
Considerable excitementhas been in the recent past— to pursue and punieh ma- an end (o the rebellion in Bosnia, the Porte has
quent cause of constipation. Whole- >one, giving rise to absoess of the brain,
treated at Cincinnati by the development that randers from Mexico, no matter where found. appointed Mehemet Ali its Commissioner to
meal bread cannot be charged with this and haying a fatal termination.
that province.
a manufacturer m that city is.engaged in the
A daughter of Gem Twiggs writes
Medical men alone can be fully aware
defect ; indeed, it acts medicinallyas a
manufacture of a large quantity of
to the Secretary of the Treastry protesting
laxative, and by reason of its mechanical ow fruitful a source of sufferingand
grenades, presumably for the Communists.
Alexander Hamilton’sLast Night.
anger is represented by the box upon
againstthe three valuableswords of her father
texture is burned rather too quickly
Ait extremely malignanttype of hog
Among the noted guests at the How- along the digestive tract, so that the full le ear. We are informed, for example,
cholera prevails in Green county, Wis. Nearly
land hotel is an old gentleman with a virtue of such of its nutrients as. are of two oases under observation at the
600 head of swine fell victims to it in two produces, Gen. Twiggs’ daughter says that this nose so boldly aquiline as to be almost really soluble becomes in part lost. Yet )resent moment, in whicn schoolboys
weeks.
ave been thevictimsof such an assault
claim is preposterous,and that her father pro- square, a pair of small, black eyes, with there is no doubt that, for many persons,
The express train bound from Omaha •» m the dkpoMtionof the swords in his hazel lights in them, and short, white especially those who have passed middle urely schoolmastersought to have
will. The TreasuryDepartment has sent for hair, giving with the nose an aged gladia- ade.fllld we engaged in sedentary oocuearned, lohg 'ere this, the danger of a
to St Louis was robbed between Winthrop a copy pf the will.
torial
look
to
this
generally
moving
fig- pations, whole-wheaten meal io the mode ot personal chastisement that has
Junction and Sugar lake, on the Kansas City,
President Hayes has accepted an in ure. He suggests in a slight degree the form of bread, biscuite, scones, etc., apparently usurped the place of others,
St Joseph and Council Bluffs railroad, 150
vitation to attend the MinnesotaState Fair, to well-known appearanceof the late Rev- forms an invaluable diet. If we could whioh, if more disgusting,were not atmiles south of Omaha, early on the
morning of Aug. IS, by a party of masked be held at 8L Paul. .. .It is the intention of tbe erdy Johnson, a Roman firmness mark- reckon all the nitrogenous matter in tended with an equal amount of peril—
mm, who rode on horsebackto Winthrop, President to visit his home in Fremont, Ohio ing his mouth and pro die. He is not whole-meal bread as equally effective London Lancet.
boarded the train. They s£ the last of this month, and then go to St Pad more than five feet six or seven in height, with that contained in white bread, we
cured 95,057 from the United States Express via Chicago on the evening of the 3d of Sepshould possess in the former a far more
THE MARKETS.
car, and escaped. There were four men tember....Webb 0. Hayes, son of the Preri- in that respect, as well as in the face,
engaged in the robbing. The entire work was aent, will be married, early in the fall, to a suggesting his distinguishedsire. It is Perfectly-adjusted. food; for the ratio
NEW YORK. •
i
done in less than five minutes. The train was young lady of Fremont, Ohio.
the son of Alexander Hamiltoa— John O. of flesh-formersto heat-givers is about
............................
*6 60 @10 00
filled with passengers,bat none knew of the
1
to
7^
in
white
bread,
while
it
apHamilton.
He
was
bom
in
1792,
and
Hogs ..............................
. 60 @ 4 70
A Washington dispatch says: “All
robbery until Uierobbers escaped. Tbe thieves
was in his 12th year when Aaron Burr proaches 1 to 4, in some samples, at Cotton ............................ 12 @ 12 u
were cool and collected, showing no signs of the members of the Cabinet, except the SecreFloob— Superfine .................3 30 @.5 00
tilled his father. This event he has a least, of whole-meal bread. Add to this Wheat— No. 2 Chicago ........... . 1 09 a 1 12
timidfiy, and went to work like old, experi- tary of War, will be absent from the city belightning, split

in

two,

and

sank instantly. Hundreds of buildings in the
line of the storm were struck by lightning, and
many people killed by the electric fluid. The
damage to farm property is describedas simply appalling. Barns, fences, etc., were swept
awav like chaff, and the growing crops of grain
leveled to the ground. Altogether it was the
most violent and destructivevisitation of the
kind that has ever been experiencedalong that
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District.
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York.
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defense.
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enced hands. None of them were masked.
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tolerably distinct recollection of.
Secretary Schurz

“I recall a single incident about it
THE SOUTH.
win be absent a week, and Secretary lliompson
and Judge Key about a month. Judge Devens with full clearness,” he said: “ My fathThe three internal revenue officers leaves to-night for a ten-days’visit to Massa- her’s residence was in the country, towunder indictment in South Carolina for the chusetts. The impression remains strong that ard the north of New York island. His
he v/fil succeed the late Judge Shipley.” 8
Wiling of an illicit distffier,while resisting arlaw office in the city was rather a shabby
rest, have been surrenderedto the Federal au- THE PRESIDENTIAL INVESTIGATION. affair. The day before the duel I. was
thorities,in obedience to the writ of habeas
The Potter InvestigatingCommittee met at sitting in a room, when, at a slight noise,
New York, and resumed taking teetimonv on
turned around and saw my father in
inst.
ol;Z be doorway, standing silentlythere and
witness ookingat me with a most sweet and
called. He said he was selected to go to Ohio
Teantiful expression of countenance.It
Jr dh
^ tiie interestof the
Nicholis Government, shortly after the Re- was full of tenderness, and without any
board met. He called on Murat of the business preoccupation he someThrew has been a sudden and terrible
imes had. ‘John,’ he said, when I had
outbreak of yellow fever at Grenada, in the
discovered him, ‘won’t yon come and
northern central section of Mississippi.The
sleep with me to night?’ His voice was
rank as if he had been my brother inand what policy he would adopt in the even!
stead of my father. That night I went
to bed, and in the morning very early he
Tm streets of Edgefield,8. O., were
•wakened
me, and, taking
[n
the soene of a bloody affray, one day last week
his palms, all four hands extended, he
the culmination of an old fend between the
oar bone wins. Halstead gave him %
said and told me to repeat the Lord’s
prayer.
Seventy-five years have sinoe
10
the contents
Of Which he was ignorant His interviewwith passed over my head, and I have forgotten many things, but not that tender expression when he stood looking at me in
JKjrtijnifl the m0rMen^
tee South The witness
Shat £e the door, nor the prayer we made to^8htly wounded. Several of there were inno^
State must be saved, at all bazardi to the gether the morning before the duel”—

T
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Letter.

Newbubypobt, Mass., is almost under
shadow of Plymouth Rook. In old
GENERAL.
prMi(1®co/unless he times it was a crime to swear on the
street and if the boys did not go to
The InternationalMonetary Congress
church the deacons hunted them up and
met at Paris on Saturday,Aug. 10. The obdrove them Jn. Things, however, have
to briLg tb00t . grMtchanged. On a recent Sunday six excunrion steamboatswere plyin/ abont
the harbor; tie preachers were all out
BouWana and Sputh Carolina were of town enjoying their vacations, and a
R w2^1f0!!iHuye* the governmentof those
S tterwould be given tbe Democrata score of farmers, to save the, tide, were
**t tie mowing ia the marshes.
Urj conference was held in Parts in 1867.
nayes told the witness that he had

The

Bankers’ National Association

has Jost held

its annual session at Saratoga,

mmMi

the

A EC8B*!iD applying for
Cardiff,

WJm,

a
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lately, teetifted that his

wife had not been sober for seven years.
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the higher proportion of phosphates in CoBN—We«tem Mixed .............46
Oat»— Mixed ......................
80
83)6
the latter,and its ohemioal superiority
Rte— Weftern .....................
62
63
over white bread becomes still more Pobk— Meaa ...............
10 75 (411 00
s
marked ; its flavor, too, is far rioher. labd .................

Ordinary brown bread is a poor preparation at the best. By adding a hash of
rather rongh bran to flour we do not
obtain a satisfactoryor rich product ;
analysis demonstratesthis fact clearly.

The Lady Swimmer of England

CHICAGO.

im

Brxvxe— Choice Graded Steers.... 5 00
Choice Natlres...........4 40
Cows and Heifers ........ 2 25
Batchers’ Steers .........2 76
Medium to Fair ..........3 60
Hooh-LIvo ........ ..............3 00
Flodb— Fancy White Winter ..... . 6 25
Good to Choice Spring Ex. 5 00
Wheat— No. 2 Spring ..............98
No. 8 Spring ..............84
Coen— No. 2 ....................... 39
..

@ 5 50
a 4 80
@ 8 25
@ 4 25
@4 25
@ 4 75
@ 5 50
@ 6 26

@ 99
@ 85
@ 40
Oats— No.
...... 22 @ 23
Bra— No. ........................ 51 @ 62
ABLET— No. 2— New.....
1 14 @ 1 16
Bvtteb— Choice Creamery........ 20 @ 22

Miss Beckwith accomplished the task
yesterday of swiinining twenty miles in
......... ..v:;;.
the Thames, and it was stated that the B
......
feat was not performed for a wager, but
to encourage ladies in the art of natation. Eooe— freah ......... .............10)tf@ 11
Pobk— Mesa... ...... .’... .........10 80 @11 00
The start fxom Westminster was fixed Labd ..............................
8
MILWAUKEE.
for noon, bat it did not take place until
.....................1 11 @ l 12
twenty-aixminutes later, by which time Wheat— No.
No. 2.i. ..................1 09 @ 1 10
several thousand spectators had gath- Oobn— No.2.4 ..... ...............38
89
24)^@ 25)£
ered on the bridge and the Victoria em- Oats— No. ......................
Rye— No. ........................ 51
62
bankment. Ab soon as the young lady, Baburt— No.2..* .................. 1 20 @1 22
ST. LOUIS.
attired in an orange- colored aistume, ap^
Wbbat— No. 8 Red Fall ........... . 98
94
peared on the steamer which >w&s to ac(Mur— Mixed ....................... 36
86
company hex* she was .greeted with Oats— No.2 ........................ 21
22
cheers, and the cheering was repeated BW..... ........................... 48tf@ 60
Pobk— Meaa ........................
R 85 @11 60
when she dived into the water. Sue was
.........................
7#
followed on the journey by a boat con- Hogs. ............................4 20 @4 70
taining Prof. Beckwith and his son Wil- Obitlb ......... ................... 00 @6 1%
CINCINNATI.
ke, the ohampion of London. She swam Wheat— Red. .....................
. 95
98
48
in the middle of the stream with a long, Cobh .............................. 42
Oat»— New .......................
22
26
powerful breast stroke, and reached g”-;; ........................... 68
60
H 00 @11 26
Lambeth bridge in nine minutes. Bat- Pobk— Mesa ........................
Luu> ..............................
7wr@
9 •
tersea bridge was passed in thirty-four
jw
minutes, and Chelsea in forty-seven min- Whkat-No. 1 White ..............108 @1 o&r
No. 2 Bed .................1 01 @ 1 02
utes, while the distance covered in the
Ookn ............................
43
14
flret hour was about three and a quarter Oats-No.2. ...................
.... 23
24
miles. Going merrily along, the swimDETROIT.
mer was off WaddaWorth in one hour and FLOUB-Choice White. ...... ...... 5 25 @ 5
Wheat— No. 1 White ........ ...... 1 08 @ 1 09
fifteenminutes, and Putney, five and a
fo. 1 Amber,.. .......... 1,01 @ 1 02
No."*
half miles from home, to one hour and Cobb— No. l,
Oats— Mixed..
OAis-Mixed
......................
29
80
thirty- six minutes. ' She continued the Bablkt (per cental) ..... .......... 2 SO @ 2 50
same measured stroke, and to two hours
and nine minutes passed Hammersmith
Cattlb— Beat.. ....................
6 01
bridge, where a large crowd encouraged
F»ir.. ....................4 20
1 Common .................3 60
her efforts with a cheer. The ship at
Hooe ..............................8 00
Mortlake being reached, nearly half the Sheep ....................
3 50
2
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BEADIMti.

to bother or tease or

annoy Bridget in bersnoes.” Bat

the astronomers on the
Ufll) FOB THE
5. Central Branch tl.P. R, R.„. ......... . iM,oco
allude to line of totality of the eclipse of July 29,
her
as the “servant-girl,”or speak of
Total in Kaneu..., .........
4'^’
I h»Te work enough to do
report no “ protuberances.”There was Homet for the HomaleM- Farms for
Ere the son goes down.
“ servant-girls ” in her presence. The
Whoaver will Taka Tham-An Abstract
These lands range from $2 to $6 an
For mjrselT end klndrM too,
ol Land Law*.
phrase may define her podtion, but she
acre, and are sold on an average of eleven
Ere the eon goes down.
does not like to hear it, and it takes off like a practical joke on the astronomers
Every Idle whisper stiBlni,
Secretary of the Interior Schtlre has yean’ time, with libewd discounts."
_ State
Atrsa
the: bloom of their refinement every by the sun.— Cincinnati Commercial
School and other landa.
<(aa 8000.000
•time they use it Do not jump to pick
Ere the sun goes down.
These lands are sold at nbt less than
up your own thimble which has rolled
eminent to the Padfio Railroad Com- $3 per acre, on ten years* time.
MICHIGAN 1TEMH.
away when Oharlie is in the room. Let
I mnstoverooinemyizkih ^ A^T
pomes shall hereafter be open to pre- Publie
Acres.
___ __ 3 __ _ tt r
** itV
Xre the sun goes down ;
him bring it to yon, and say “ Thank
....... 4.790000
emption
and
private entry at the rate of Northwesterndlstriot.
heevenly path
Westerndistrict... ........••••••.,.........8,000!000
you ” to him for the kindness.
Ere the sun goes down
$1.25 per acre. This, says the Ohifigo Saline dUtrlot ........................... MOOOO
For it mey b* ueethls wending
Do not encourage in yourself the A black bear was shot on the Paint Iribune, will open to privatelpnrchase Republicandistrict ...... ...... .......... loo’ooo
Hither with the night descending,
Arkanau taller district ....................
... oqo
habit of criticising and commenting
And my life will have on ending
nver last week, which weighed over 525 about 28,000,000 acres of land at $1,25 Wichita district ........................760000
Ere tuo -ran goes down
upon the foibles or faults of any memper
acre.
It
is
supposed
by
many
that
Ouge district...;,. ........... .,...j..w...1,ouoooo
pounds, and yielded over six gallons of
ber of your own family. There is noththese are the only lands now obtainable,
I mrs'-spesk the loving word
Total public landa ....................
18,945,000
ing gained by it, and a great deal is lost
Er^ the sun goes down ;
Pbok, Woods A Co. are intending to
I must let my voice be heard
Here are nearly 17,000,000of acres of
Love itself is often choked back and
Ere the sun goes down ;
erect a mammoth steam salt block at Au
public land, all open under the Homehindered in its growth by the rank sturEvery cry of pity heeding,
Sable, and four wells are to be sunk to
stead law, in farms of 160 acres, free of
diness of weeds which spring up against
For the injured interceding,
supply it
To the light the lost ones leading
cost, or open under private entry at
it, unchecked, in houses where people
get
lands,
wq
give,
as
a
matter
ol
inEre the sun goes down 1
The maples around Kalamazoo are at- formation,an abstract ol the land laws $1.25 per acre, for cash, or under presay all manner of nngentle speeches to
tacked by a worm which eaters the
As I Journey on my way,
emption, in farms of 160 acres, at $1.25
each other.
as they now stand. To understand this
Ere the sun goes
• . ..
per
acre, with thirty-threemonths*
If yon want to cultivate real happithe better, it should be stated that in
God’s command I must obey,
ness, cultivategoodness. Think more
Ere the sun goes
the grants to railroadsthe Government credit, without interest. In addition,
There are sins that need confessing,
there are the 8,000,000 acres of State
of others’ excellent qualities than of and the branch breaks.
retained each alternate section of land,
There are wrongs that need redressing,
their
failings,
and
be
gentle
and
amiable
The
wife
of
John
Fox,
of
Bay
City,
is
If I would obtain the blessing
which sections are now and have always lands, for sale on ten years’ time, and
Ere the sun goes down J
to alt—CArMflan at Work.
commencing suits in the Circuit Gourt, been open to purchase and pre-emption the 4,500,000 acres' of railroad land on
—Josephine Pollard,
kying the darntges at *1,000, against at $2.50 per acre. There are several eleven years’ time. All this is in the
one State of Kansas. In Nebraska,
some
liquor dealers who have persisted
Other People* • Feelings and Fallings. A Story That Hayes Narrowly Escaped
Minnesota and Dakota, the lands of all
in selling her husband' Hqnor.
Assassination.
Most of us 'have a very teDder regard
kinds— railroad, State and ptiblio lands
or
location
;
(2)
location
by
land
scrip
;
,
Ex-Sheriff
Packer,
of
Owosso
for our own feelings. We do not like to
While it is fresh in my memory, let
— are even .of greater extent, and, for
have them injured. We are amazed that me tell a story which came to me direct jumped off from & train while in motion (3) bv pre-emptions; (4) by entry under
the most part, nil capable of immediate
people can be so rude and clumsy as to aat night from a party who was interest- having a grandson of 8 years in his the Homestead law ; (5) by entry under
cultivation, easy of access, with facilities
the
special
homestead
provisions
in
the
treoxl upon
our toes,, or
roughly
exjiose
fell Upon the ckiid, breaking
------— —
D
Matter. We were discussing
of travel, transportation, and postal and
•ease of soldiers of the late war. The
to the air our scarcely healed
object of the Lincoln assassination
telegraph service,wholly unknown to
But so weak is human nature andsd tod the avidity with which each particuA qio-pulley in the saw-mill of Hor- proceedings in these oases are as fol- the people vet living who filled up Ohio,
lows
:
,,•]
,
prone are we to think less generously
lar of that rtrimn
crime was now devoored
A ------ J by
x— ace Taber, Manistee, burst into a hunIndiana, Ulinois, Michigan, Wisconsin,
others than of ourselves,that we ol’ten the hungry public, and he told me how, dred pieces a few days since, and, though
1. Any person having selected the
Iowa and Missouri. Dakota is twice the
ein in the very way which we would be by almost an accident, the life of Presi- there were thirty men in the mill, no land he desires makes written applicasize of Minnesota, and as large as Illiswifte jt to
oondomu
tion therefor, describing it. If this land
--------in our
-- neighbors.
Hayes was preserved on the day of one was hurt
nois, Indiana and Wisconsin.
It is a great delight to meet a man or ^e inauguration.On the evening of
Tr» Democrats of the Third district be of the character open to private entry,
woman who is always considerate,gentle ^e 3d a young man went to a Catholic
his application is recorded, and he pays
USEFUL INFORMATION.
have nominated Bev. A. J. Eldred for
and polite in his treatment of those he
he Priest “ this dty, and said he was in Congress. ' Charles C. Comstock was the purchase money, $1.25 per acre, and
or she meetd in daily life.
TAb best timber in a sound tree is algreat trouble and nad come for advice.
named by the National party for Con- receives a patent therefor. Under this
This topic came up around the break- With a few words of encouragement from
form the quantity is not limited, and ways the part near the ground. •
gressman at the convention at Grand
fast-tablein a city house one morning the monk, he proceeded to state that he Rapids.
there are no restrictions as to occupation
The tensile strength of lance wood i*
or cultivation.
lately. You, happy readers, who live had met during the day an acquaintdouble that of beech or chestnut.
Two her, named Burk and O’Connell,
in the country, know comparatively lit- ance, a gentleman from Chicago, who
2. Congress has granted at various
To clean stair rods use woolen doth
were drowned in Huhgerford lake, Me- times land to States for colleges and othtle of the persistent annoyances which told him he was here for the purpose of
wet with Water and dipped in sifted ooal
costa
county,
lately.
They,
in
company
city folks undergo from the continual shooting Mr. Hayes the next day while
er institutions,and scrip has been issued
ashes; afterward rub with a dry cloth.
rappings and ringings, and shoutings and he should be deliveringhis inaugural with two or three others, went out fish- therefor, which may be located on any
ing
in a boat and got to scuffling,when
To Keep the House Cool.— An East
screamings, of people who go from door address,adding: “I have known him
land subject to private entry. The warthe
boat
/,
Indian
traveler .writes to aft exchange:
to door to buy, to sell, or to beg. The for some time, father; be means what he
rant or scrip is accepted in place of the
“ If people were to shut up and darken
Cadet
Frank
P.
Avery,
of
Greenroom in which the breakfast alluded to says, and I really believe he has broodcash at the rate of $1.25 per acre.
their houses in the coolest hours 0! the
was being taken was a front basement, ed o long over the election frauds that ville, just out of West Point, has been
3. The pre-emptionprivilege is reon a pleasant street, intersecting a busy he will carry out his design. I am a commissionedSecond Lieutenant in the stricted to the heads of families, widows, morning, leaving only apertures enough
thoroughfare.Coffee was poured, bis- Democrat I do not want Mr. Hayes Third United States Infantry,Col. De or single men over 21 years of age, citi- for ventilation, and to those apply loos*
zens of the United States, or who have ly- woven mate &f fragrant grass, and
cuits had been passed, eggs were being seated, but I cannot tolerate the idea of
broken, fruit was beingpared.
Vr
murder, nor do I better like the idea of
Pre8en‘ taken steps to be naturalized.This keep them wet, every breath of, air coming into the honse would take up the
N. B. —Those who think it preferable betraying that man, who may or may
Detroit saloon-keepers and brewers right extends to 160 acres at $1.25 per
moisture,
and the temperaturewithin
to say eggs were breaking and fruit was not be sane. What shall I do ?rf “Do?” held a secret meeting at Lafayette Hall acre on general public lauds, or at $2.50
paring, are at liberty to do so.
said the friar, “wait until I change my the other night A propositionto fight per acre on the alternate sections of land would be reduced many degrees.”
Cinders in the
Having noticed
InterruptionNo. 1— “Any r-a-a ags?” habit for my coat and I will tell yon.* the Michigan liquor law and to raise along the railroad routes. f The person
The speaker darkened the window He asked the young man to accompany $4,000 for that purpose was made and must go upon and occupy the land, and two communications in your journal
with his head and dimmed the shining him, and they went to the residence of favorably received.
within three months file a declaration of lately under the above heading, permit
glass with his breath, as he hurled this MoDevitt, a well-known detective, findhis purpose to purchase that quarter me to give you a very simple remedy
Bomb kite flying extraordinarywas in*
remark, ascending, interrogative,and ing him at home, The priest told the
section, and within thirty months, or I have used for years with success :
dulged in by Hubbardston boys last
declamatory,at our shivering ears. man to repeat his story, and to show
two years and six months, thereafter, small camel’s hair brush dipped jn water
week, a mammoth kite of about forty
Somebody shook her curls at him pleas- MoDevitt where to find the would-be square feet of surface being sent up must file proof of his occupancy and set- and passed over the ball of the eye on
tlement and pay the price thereof in raising the lid. The operation requires
antly, and he departed, with a jingling assassin. The father left them, and four
with about 600 feet of clothes-line and
cash. In case the settler dies before no skill, takes but a moment, and inof bells at the hand-cart he was wheel- hours later MoDevitt came to his house
wire. It would lift an ordinary bov
ing along, and a fainter cry of “Any and informed him he had gone to the
maturing his claim, all his rights suc- stantly removes any cinder or particle of
off his feet quite easily when the wind
•r a-a-gs ? ” gradually lessening .in the hotel, found the gentleman in the midst
ceed to his widow or heirs. ' Actual set- dust or dirt without inflamingthe eye.—
blew hard.
nir as he went his way.
of a perfect arsenal of weapons, put
tlement is the essentialfeature of this Cor. Scientific American.
InterruptionNo. 2— “Please ma’am, them and him in a carriage and con- , Otto Lass, residingin the township privilege, there being a credit of thirtySubstitutes fob Ice.— The following
any cold meat and bread ? ”
veyed toth to police headquarters,where of Onekama, Manistee county, commit- three months for the purchase money.
are recommended by a Southern newsted suicide by hanging. It seems that
4. The Homestead laiy gives the right paper as freezing powders, which may
It is a little, bine-looking, pincliod- they were kept until the 5th of March,
looking mite of a boy, with a basket whep the gentleman was sent with a lie laid down upon his bed, fastened a to enter, free of charge, on any land prove useful in hot weather where ice
nearly as big as himself. “Don’t en- nurse to his homer His mind was quite rope from the bed-post to the wall, tied open to purchase, 160 acres ; he or she not obtainable: 1. Four pounds sulphate
courage professionalbeggars,” says the unhinged by.; political excitement, and his hands, and then laid nis neck across must be 21 years of age ; the head of a of soda, two and a half pounds each ol
gentlemanof the house.
he was in a conditionmost favorable to the rope. In this condition he was family, a citizen,or intending to become muriate of ammonia and nitrate of pot“Oh 1 my dear,” returns the lady, as emulate the example set by that crazy found dead. No one else was in the one; he must declare that the entry is ash; when about to use, add double the
house at the time, his wife hating died for his or her exclusivebenefit, and for
-she sweeps the contents of the bread- actor, Booth.— WashingtonLetter to
weight of all the ingredientin water. 2.
a few weeks ago.
Cincinnati
Enquirtr.
actual settlement and cultivation. At Equal parts of nitrate of potash and
plate into the not fastidiously-clean
reThe Portage Lake Mining Gazette the end of five years’ settlement and muriate of ammonia; when required for
ceptacle. “Ican’f refuse a child when
A Bloodless Duel.
says : “ We’ll put Pilgrim river against cultivation upon proof thereof, and pay- use, add more than double the weight
he looks as hungry as that little fellow
A- couple of colored gentlemenbecame
any other trout stream in the State. ment of ttte office fees, the person is en- in water. 8. Nitrate of ammonia and
does. J ust think. It might be our own
Harry 1 ”
involved in a quarrel on Wednesday of Within the pst twenty years over forty titled to a patent therefor. The appli- water in equal portions. Carbonate of
Interruption No. 3-Man rings the last week, at Bimkins”1 livery stable, tons of brook trout have been taken out cant for a homestead can select 160 soda and nitrate of ammonia, equal
when Bimkins Suggested that they re- of it, and the delicate fish are still cap- acres of any land, the cash price of which parte, and one equivalentof water.
door-bell violently. Domestic responds.
tured in abundance. ”
is $1.25 per acre ; or he may take eighty
Presently she eiters and inquires if the tire beyond the incorporate limits and
A simple mode of testing the inflamfight it out in accordance with the code.
In the village of Clare a fire was acres of any of the reserved land, the mability of coal oil: In a small cup or
mistress can step out and look at some
The suggestion was promptly acquiesced started from au ash-barrel, and burned cash price of which is $2.50 per acre.
prize packages of stationery, etc.
glass place a small quantity of oil to be
5. All the provisions of the Home“No|-”. cries paterfamilias,loud in, and in a few minutes all prelimi- ihe Nichols Hotel and barn, Press printtested; immerse in the oil the bulb of •
enough, to be heard ontaide. < “ Tell him naries were arranged for a terrible death ing office, Post’s - dwelling-house and stead law are extended to every soldier good thermometer; suspend the cup
to be off with his trash1!” - ’
v”™ Struggle.The location selected was the barn, Hazel’s millinery store, and one and officer of the army who served not containing the oil in a vessel of water;
grove west, of Dr. Taylor’s residence other dwelling-house.The millinery less than ninety days during the late
“ My dear,” the lady urges, seriouslv,
move about close to the surface of the
having dismissed the children first, “I Messrs. E. B. B. and W. D. 8. volun- goods, printing material, and all the war, and who was honorably discharged ; oil a lighted taper, and note the degree
do wish you would not be so impolitein teered their services as seconds ; Mr. IT; furniture were saved, somewhat dam- the difference being that he may select on the thermometerat which the oil beyour manner to tramps and peddlers. F.. provided with a carpenter’s saw and aged. Losses about $3,500. Insurance 160 acres of any land, including the re- rins to emit inflammable vapor (the
rule, was selected as the surgeon ; Mr. only
served lands, the cash price of which is
so far as known.
It is their only way of earning a liveliflashing point), and again that at which
J. L. was to provide breech-loading
$2.50 per acre, and the time of the ser‘ It will be
remembered that some vice in the army shall be deducted from he oil inflames. Oil to be used in lamps
kind ioth
Qttghtjti^be rifles, and Mr. T. B. S. was chief direcshould not take fire below 1 15 dog. Fab4,000 pounds of nitro- glycerineexploded
tor. The principals were posted, the
the period of five years, required in all
“I fully agree with you. Your senrenheit. In applying the lighted taper
in the outskirts of Negaunee in January
timents and mine perfectly correspond, seconds and surgeon assumed their re- last while three men were engaged in other cases of homestead, for settlement the flame must be kept away from the
but your patience is greater than mine, spective stations, and the rifles, loaded loading it upon a car. Of course the and cultivation. The benefit of this glass of the thermometer.
you see. How you endure it, staying with blank cartridges, were placed in the men were tom to atoms, and the concus- law is extended to the widow of a sol- Many people are puzzled to understand
hands of the belligerents.
dier, if married, or, in case of her death
here all day, too, is quite beyond me to
sion did much damage in the town, the
what the terms Mfourpenny,”and *f sixPrincipal
No.
1
was
cool
and
deteror marriage, the minor children may encomprehend. I believe in politeness to
Jackson Iron Company’s damage being
penny ” and “ tenpenny ” means as apmined, and evidentlymeant himself, but
ter the homestead. If the soldier died
one’s equals and superiors— but I won’t
placed at $3,000. The Lake Shore
No.
2
was
nervous
and
excited, and,
during the term of his enlistment,then plied to nails. “Fourpenny ” means
take my hat off to inferiors.”
when his eyes rested upo» le glittering Nitro-GlyoerineCompany, oonsuting of the widow or children shall be entitled four pounds to the 1,000 nails, or “ six“A tramp is not necessarily ybur inbarrel of his gunrought exclaimed: Charles M. Wheeler and James H. King, to the benefit of the full term of the en- penny ” six pounds to the 1,000, and so
ferior, iny friend,” observed the fhiloshave now been sued for damages by
“ Look here, gemm
listment The total fees and commis- on. It is an old English term, and
opher, who happened to be staying at
thirty-fourdifferent parties, and three
meant aft first “tenpound ” nails (the
the house, and who was giving lectures Wt.i0r “«'%ilowsexcu to/to leave test oases are already on the docket of sions to be paid in case of a homestead is
, t back and
$18, of which $4 are paid when the final
in the lyoenm course. “I have heard the field.
the next term of the Circuit Court
certificateis issued.
notified that,
f,i
\od
np
like a
of tramps who had at one time been man.-M.^vloa. olgnt,
that it degenerated until “ penny ”
Hon. Gig.
Mitchell, one of the
Fro# these particulars it will be seen substituted for "pounds. ” So when;
millionaires, and of others who had
whereupon g, had stirred
g^jad pioneev of Cadillac, died last week from that any adult person may pre-empt any
received the education of a university.”
E. B. He an extent, and mti the waist, concussion of the brain, caused by being portion of the onblio land to the extent ask for fourpenny nails nowadays you
“I shouldn’twonder,” said madame,
want those of which 1,000 will weigh
fcugh that neither of tlliself and his thrown from a buggy on the 5th inst of 160 acres of" land held at $1.25 an
meditativelybalancing her spoon on the
tour pounds. When 1,000 nails weigh
He set ved as Paymaster during the war,
------ Quite -a p™8 epeedily
acre, weighty acres held at $2.50iper
transparentedge of her Sevres teacup—
less than one pound they are called
was the first Mayor of that city, and was
acre, and pay for the same, without in‘ I shouldn’t wonder if you called Homer
people were In
tacks, brads, etc., and are reckoned by
at the time of his death a member of the
erest, at toe end of thirty-three mouths ounces.
a tramp, or Diogenes, if either of them \
felt sorely disappointed moet
Republican
State Central Committea He after taking possession.
were hving
y that
that
selves. An attempt wrt?mrie8qae on was largely identified with all the busiRow She Fixed Him.
very likely,”
replied
monsieur,
te^ftDted
Or, under the Homestead law, every
*
| v* w aiiteu
ness interestsof Northern Michigan,
ingup the newspaper to find out whW kT IS!!- noon to get a train and as rich beadult may enter 160 acres of $1.25 land,
The
young
man was evidentlyhonest
our represen
only offer received fruMoneofthe and his loss will be severely felt or eighty acres of $2.50 land, without in his intentions, but three years of con.
throughout the entire region. His
giving any more national object-7#nddle<1» thorilles was too
P*0*
grandfather was one of the heroes of cost, on the conditionof cultivating and stant courting had failed to overcome his
on good manners. And
she was or feasible lor the Odd r) Con,t<tuexcessive bashfulness. They were sitthe Revolution, and his mother was a occupying the same five yean.
drifted to the affairsof the day The suspicion
ting in chairs at a respectful distance
Or
a
soldier,
or
the
widow
of
a
solIn the afternoona lar^
lineal descendant of New Jersey’s first
the
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^oraP^IDt tug Twilight, and pict ronomers inOnepereononlyremember* weretl|tou from and ou the beach. L
ing’s disousMon, and sat c>» in Consequence
r<’»rio* aod afforded a „
upon this matter of courteike was ordered to
wrestling of courage learned dis?£eJ0Jhe00n0l-T0n t*1^ doctor andpru- swimmers with the sui otuberanoes”
a word of verywIde meanin. * s
index-fingerto character.Tj* , bcdeb<)cr such as is rarely seen h e during an

dosete cleaned, etc.,

^

Colonial Governor.

dier, or the minor childrenof a soldier,

An attempt is being made to reclaim
the marshes that sweep back from the
Saginaw river for many Miles, and which
are nearly on a level with thatatreom.
T>” ‘:J ‘ dredging machine, 800
_
v» wvu surrounded With a deep

can enter 160 acres of either description
of land, and have the term of service in
he army deducted from the five .years’
settlementor cultivation. Land may be
entered for homesteads by a duly appointed agent. Lands acquired under
tiie Homestead law are not liable for
debts contractedpreviously.
The objection is urged that there is
no land now open for settlementupdar
these
good lands
---- laws, and that
vuuu all
ou the
vuv gwu
itMiun
have been taken up. This is not true.
No State has exhibited a greater growth
of late years than Kansas, and we have
before us a statement of the lands now
open to settlementin that State. F
From
this we give the followingsummary:

ditch, and the dirt thrown up as an embankment after the manner of the Holof ??7ere<*
land dykes. Four wind-mills are to be
whole party arrived bo gse^re iSSL
set
up ou the track, operating four
would hurt them and jar them>euding which
about dusk. Many I reQ 0f flan^
pumps
each, which it is believed will
the feelinga of the lowest aa* report fwm
made against the cot K) miles high, clear it of water, after which it is to be
thest below them. To be tr-i evIdHn™ .tt

a true lady, a true gentiamaii k l *° 8tom»ch
They canmrt commit a ru’d11 10 the State

^

mon

on the seashore

^

menls— which Is the ol the earth and
implies that one shaU be thouL, „
the feelings of everybody, anSS<,2p!efm8 ••.hebesuailorsareal^tte^t
riorsmost of
There i^\no such th
coal oast into
When are we to begin our tra
elements.
;d that the exttiis regard?

nil

With our

'

*

one
Jennie, unrep

little children, at

not permit Susy or

to dry off, and then plowed and
seeded down. If the experimentsucceeds, it will result in the speedy
left

reclamationof thousands of acres

now

utterly

worthless.The

of

land

cost of the

hrough which reclaimed land is $15, of which$ll covers
perhaps, d
the cost of reclamation and $4 is paid
thA
for the
flip Inn/t
the “rvwO
“protu- for
land.

-

1.

Uadi.

F. R. R.
a. KibiMFidflcR.R ...... . ......
B. M., Kansu and Texas B. ft ......
4. Ulasoorl River, etc., B. B.. ......
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apart Said the young man, having
spent five minutes in search of a sub.

jeot:

“How do yon get along

with your

cooking f”

“Nicely,” replied the young miss;

I’m improving wonderfully.I can
make splendid cake how.”
“Canyon!” said the young man, in
a^leased manner; “what kind do you
11

t ae^P

%•%nwde_

___

_

_

with floor «Bd m
and citrons end raurins ud com
and lot* of thou thinga, and beanl
frorting on top,” responded the jo
I like one

miss, shyly.
They are published.- Hocktowd
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wheo everybody U

these days,

of business, It Is difficultto And a
person who has not a pet theory of his

tion

as to the causes of depression, and

cure. The congressional

as to Its ultimate

New York,

session in

amusementand

by the

re-

amazement

at the egregious folly of the

complainants

may

suggests that

man

Canned Goods Chow
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Defendant.J

At a sesalou of said court, held at the Court
House la the city of Grand Haven, on the 0th da
of July, 1878
_______ The
1. Present:
~ Honorable Dan
Arnold, Circuit Judge.

---

y

la a resident of the State of Oregon,and that no
service of process can bo made on him for that
reason.
On motion of Messrs. Lowing A Cross, solicitors
for the complainant,rr is ordkrei, that the said .
defendant,Jasper Caswell, cause his appearance.
In thia cause to be entered within one nundred
daya from the date of thia order, and in case of
his appearance,he cause his answer to complainant's bill to bo filed and a copy thereo! to be served
on the complainant'ssolicitorswithin twenty days
after the service of a copv of the complainant’s bill
and notice of this order; and In default thereof,
that the said bill be taken as confessed by the said
defendant,Jasper Caawell.
And U ie further ordered;that within twenty
daya the said complainantcause a notice of this
order to be published In the Holland Citt Nxwa,
a public newspaper, published and circulating in
said County of Ottawa, and that said notice be
publishedonce in each week for six successive
weeks, or that he cause a copy of this order to be
personallyserved on the defendant,Jasper Caswell, at least twenty days belore the time above
prescribed for his appearance.
DAN J. ARNOLD, CircuU Judge.
Countersigned:A. A.Tiucxr,
Rtgitler in Chancery.
A true copy. Attest:A.A.Tracxt,
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the title, “The Bwitcerland of America,”our

is not easy -in

In the statement that our people
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And

study to show, in the pages of the work itself,
J. H. CHAMBERS A CO.
that improvement so certainly consequent npon
8t. Louis, Mo.
sincere devotionto each subjects.As in the past,
so in the faiore, /As Aldim will continae to be an
A nice lot of Carpets at from 20 to 75 example of theprogrossiveand refining Influences
of connection andaMoeiution with the beautiful
cents per yard just received at
and true.
E. J. HARRINGTON.
Tne volume now in preparation, while It will not
suddenly depart from the generalcourse of Its
Don't fail to visit the Great Chicago predecessors, will yet present many modifications
of
York,
and Improvements, the result of study and experBankrupt Bjot and Shoe Store, 28 Canal ience in fitting/As Aldine to worthily maintainits
British America,
position as “The Art Journal of America.”
street, whan you visit Grand Rapids.
In the more mechanical departmentof the arY.
guaranteeyon a saving of 40 per ceot. * rangement or make up, changes in themselves
slight,will largely enhance the general beanty of
pages, which had already won admiration so
The finest No. 1 Mackeral can be found the
Firemans’
of Cal.
hearty and universal.
at the cheap cash store of
Editobiallt, The Aldine will deal broadlyand
Orient of Hartford, Conn.
E. J. HARRINGTON.
thirty with Art In general and American Art In parUcnlar. Carefully preparedpapers will keep the
I.
ReqieterlnChancery.
well informed on all Art topics of the ImA large stock of Bleached and Un- reader
Lowing A Cross, «bf n» for Cornfft. 2S-7w
portantArt centres of this country and Europe.
We represent the above reliable Fire Insurance
bleached sheetings—and an endless varie- The importantexhibitionswill receive full and Companies,
in this City, witn • total capital of over
timely notice; and artists whose achievements
ty of dress goods, and the best Live Geese have won for them the rigut, shall be Introdnced $12,000,009.
H >lland, Mich., August 7th, 1878.
and given a proper persouallity by sketches bioFeathersalways on hand at
graphical and critical. It will be the purpose of
the Editor to earn for the Critical and Literary DeP. & A. STEKETEE.
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partmentof The Aldine a recognition In every wty
wortuy of its established and admitted pre-eminFour Badger State Fanning Mills will be ence in Art illastratlon.
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richer
In
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of
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natural
house ot E. J. Harrington. They ate for
for Ladies’ and Gentlemen. Also,
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the ablest Divines of the ditlerent
Denomination*. H (nitratedwith
neither thought nor expense to still farther beautiFine Steel Engravingsof Bishops
fy and improve the broad pages of the work.
Marvin and Bowman, and Portraits of the other
While urging the necessity of cnltivstlugatistecontributors.We being the Publishers, and emfor tne beautiful in Nature and Art. The AUiint ploying no middlemen are able to give direct to
has not been unmindful of the force of example Canvassersthe largest commlssloas. Sell Rapidand Illustration,therefore it has been a constant ly. For terms andcirculars.Address,

_

up

that class of

Call at the Cheap Cash

The highest market price paid for good artists are exploringthe wonders ol those regions
commensurate with their
of our country which have more recently been
then incomes, have been able to let them- fruit, poultry,etc, and a good supply of brought Into notice. The Yo bemlteand the Yellowstone,tho Sierras and the Rockies shall be
selves and their families down to living fruit, honey, etc, always on hand at the brought home to the patrons of The Aldine—bat
not to the exclnslonor neglect of onr glorioua old
within the income which they are now Meat Market of
Allegbanics and their more familiar surroundings.
G. J. VAN DUREN.
Experience,and capital hugely increased by itu
able to command, and who, with reduced
N. B. Spring chickens wanted immedi- liberal patronage of an appreciative public, hai
earnings, have reduced their living exmade possible the introduction of greatersystem
ately, for which the highest market price
and plan in selecting the Art exhibits, sons to
|pl§J|S
penses? The proportion is but small, we will be paid.
better coverall deslrame ground, enabling an harmonious
and
Judicious
combination
and
opine; but we have yet to find one who
Hand made Calf Boots, $2.50 and $3.00 •Ion so to spe.k. through the wide work „. ..... |ys| jwKKaon8ti-^|i
has recognizedthe true position of things,
Examples by figure, animals and landscape painters
at the Great Chicago Bankrupt Boot and of every school—ancient and modern— American
lklMBify Swimmeiand accommodatedhis business and living
or foreign, will appear with all the old refreshing
lived in

all

goods will be sold very cheap
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have

more are clamoring for the inflationwhich
is

Hats, and

reader. It Is the only Sunday magazine published
in this country. Every number has 128 pages filled
with the most select and fascinating literature,
rangingfrom the Sermon by the Editor (Dr. C. F. Stors of
Deems, pastor of tho Church of the Strangers), to
----------Ti
-------stirring
Tales,
general Topics and Bsanys, Poetry,
J.
_____
t J^n,
Fn_. ________
____ _ in great
__ _ vaMusic,
Science,______
History,etc.,
rlety. ’ Each copy of this Magazine has 100
exquiItwexi
site engravings of the most Interesting character
,
of
It has reached a circulationand prosperity sarh as
make It one of the marvelsof periodical literature. QTATB OF MICHIGAN: The Clrcnlt Ccurt for
It is indeed a beautiful work. Buy k and see for
the County of Ottawa— In Chancery.
yourselves.Single copies are only 25 cents, and Jane
)
Annual Subscription Price only $3, post paid. AdOom/tlainanl,
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even
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of men

LESLIE'S SUNDAY MAGAZINE is
a beautiful work. It will Interest edneated and
cultivated minds as well as the most ordinary
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wages which
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ing which are not allowable in times of

now

Fans, Parasols, Gents’ Summer
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nual subscription, $4, postpaid.

Home

three dollars, but contracted habits of liv-

as great as, or

FHANK LESLIE'S LADY’S JOURNAL.

pages, Issued weekly, contains excellent Pictures
and full descriptions of the very Latest Styles of
Ladies and Ohildren’s Ware; usefu; Information
on Family Topics; Select Stories ; Beautiful Illustrations of home and Foreign Subjects;Poetiy;
Fashionable Intelligence;Personal Chit Chat:
Amusing Cartoonson the Follies and Foiblesof
the Day ; Sparks of Mirth, etc., etc. Frank Ltelie'e
Laly's Journal Is the most beautlfrilof all the
ladles'papers. It should be found on the table of
every lady In the laud. Price 10 cents a copy ; an!
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trained skill of those whose places had

peace, and which cannot

stock.

published every Monday, price only 10 cents; annual subscription. $4, post-paid. Address your
orders to Frank Leslie s Publishing House, Ml
Pearl Street,New York.
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and the advancement of the apprentice to

tained with earnings

The Chimney Comer, sixteen pages, with eight
pages of Illustrations,primed on fine paper, Is

in

of the place of the skilled labor of the

work-shops, thus called to the

room for a large new

Caawell,

SOLD ONLY TO SUBSCRIBERS.

army, and the supplying

to the

Men’s Boots, and Shoes, will
be slaughtered to make

Exquisite steel engravingsare frequently given
away to Its subscribers,

FRANK

ETC. j

PANTS, VESTS,

storiesextremely Interesting are

completed In each number, while Biographies, Adventures.Essays,Fun, Travels. Natnral History,
Legends,Anecdotes.Science, etc , make this publicationone of the moat entertaining In existence.

Chicago.

Ladies Best French Kid Shoes, $8.00, Gomplate in 34 Parti, at 50 Genti Each.
Ladies Best Serge Shoes, $1.00. Walking
ISSUED MONTHLY.
this latter clause, well digested, are to be
Shoes, 75 cents and $1.00, elegant styles
found the causes of our present depression ;
at the Great Chicago Bankrupt Boot and
It is the purpose of the publishers to persevere
for with the higher wages induced by the
Shoes Store, 28 Caual street, Grand In their efforts lo keep The Ald\nt,.%tan exponent
of Art work, free from competition, and to spare
withdrawal of a million of men from the
work shop

Linen Dusters,

>

living

would supply, and

their earnings

SUCH AS

Tuesday, Thursday and
SATUBDAT EVEN NO

HARRINGTON.
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the demand, while the laboring classes
which

the boys and tairy-tnlesfor the children.

rapid strides as tho rival of many aspirants
At 7 o'clock,p. m., to arrive In Chicagonext morn- to public favor. Its contributors are some of the
ing at 6 a. m. and will leave Lawler & Aehcr's best living writers. Every department of literaDock, at Chicago, every
ture Is representated
In its columns. The amount
of inatructlon, entertainmentand amusement afforded by the articles, essays, stories, and general
miscellanycontained In the 1*8 quarto pages of
each number of this publication has been well ap,
preciated.Every copy of the “Popn'ar Monthly”
At 7 o’clockp. m. to arrive at Holland, next is embellished with over lOUbeantiful Illustrations.
morning at 0 a. m., (except Saturday evening, when Being the cheapestperiodical of the kind in existthe boat will delay her departire till the close of ence. and at the same time one of the moat seleet
pnbllc amusements.)
and universally we come, it must continoeto Increase in public favor, and rank with the publishFor freight and passage, and fartherparticulars er's Sunday Magnxlne-thehighest among all our
apply to E. J. Harrington. Holland, Mhh., and Americanmonthlies. It is publishedon the ’fith
Lawler A Asher’s Dock,
14-tf
of each month. Price, 25 cents a number; Subscription,$3, post paid, per year. Address your
orders to Frank Leslie,537 Pearl Street,New York.
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This year the Chimney Comer seem to he better
than ever. Its serial stories ure of the most
absorbing and Lively character, of great power,
trne t<» life and fnll of merit, tsklng a wide range
of snbjects to please every member of a household— the domestic story for the mother, the
charming love-talefor the daughters,the more
dramatic for the .youog men, the solid novel for
older readers, and then we have atirring adventure
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how Congress Is to do this, he leaves
to the greater wisdom of the committee,
but If they can only concoct some schema
for its accomplishment, hard times, he
thinks, would vanish, and prosperity be

now

FRANK

This beautiful periodical,the best American Family Journal,‘Story Paper and Home Friend, has
been the successful rival of all the weekly journals
for the pstt thirteen year*. It gained a place In
the minds and hearts of oar people, and now the
name of Its patrons Is Legion.

Habberton. Howard. Robinson, De Forrest.
Reepectfallysoliciting a share of yonr trade, Benedict, 8. Annie Frost, Annie Thomas, Etta W.
you are invited to call and «ee for yonraelf.
Pierce, and other eminent wrltters.are Its regular
contributors.The subjectstr aLrd of are verv
P300T.
varied. 7 ho illustrationsare profuse and they are
Holland, August 9, 18m
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“HACKMETACK” a popular and fragrant perfume. Sold by D. R. Meengs,
H. Walsh, Wm. Van Putten and J. 0.
Doesburg.

is engaged in hearing the complaints of

ports daily given

persons say ”1 haven’t got the
Consumption’ ' when asked to cure their
Cough with Shiloh’s Consumption Cure.
Do they not know that Coughs lead to
Consumption and a remedy that will cure
Consumption win certainlyand surely
cure a cough or any luhg or throat trouble.

for

representatives
of various branches of
manufacture and trade, and from the

A Fresh Stock of

and our faith in It is so positive that we
Opposite B. Meyer A Co*s Furniture Store.
will retand the price paid if you receive
no benefit.Is not this a fair proposition.
Price 10 cts. 50 eta. and $:100 per bottle.
For lame Chest, Back or side, use Shiloh's Tobacco and Cigars, Candies, Nuts,
and a fui) line of staple GrocerPorous Plaster. Price 35 cis. For sale by.
D. li Meengs, H. Walsh, Wm. Van Putten
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this Store.
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several more bad places that need

it.

injured by protracted drought.

Texas claims

received the Order of St. Vladimir.

are

y

have 3,000,000 Inhab-

to

1

tion at

1

•

All

the Treasury.

The French Government,
an average about four car-loads of

Youno Man—

at the request

Do

HEROLD,
jg

CALLED

Call In and get bargains.

heat per day have been shipped from Powers to the InternationalMonetary Grand Rapids Business College and Prac- Give us a call before you order, and pat
ronlze your home Industry.
this cityi making quite a little additional Congress to begin Aug. 10th.
tical Training School. Send for College
Holland, Mich., Ang. 16 1877.
freight business for our railroads.
Journal, containingparticulara.22-3w
In Pennsylvania the crop gf apples exIt is reported in some French and Span- ceeds anything before known. In WashThe old disturbancebetween tbe Dutch
ish papers that the Belgian Government,
the natives in Acheen has broken out
ington county an entire orchard was sold
w

Vatican.
The

_

_

water of the Des

ly in

but they have great staying qualities,

Moines River be-

came so hot during the recent heated term

Estimates of the whest crop iu Michigan, despite the rains, fix

it

at 80,000,000

ill

and upon being pluuged into

springs speedily recovered, and

were

as

well as ever.

the country and the

world.

and

be likely to give tbe Hollandersmuch

J.

trouble before peace is restored.

that fish died by the thousand. Large bushels, placing Michigan among the
most celebratedwheal-raisingdistricts of
sized pickerel were taken from the surface
of the water,

which the natives sufferedheavily,

grain if

waukee
wheat

who

after their way of

is

going to buy

doing it, and that

he will give our buyers a race.

......

vert.

The

counterfeitcoin

a

-

feats of riflle shooting in

New

aid for the poor, suffering and helpless cit-

The

izens of that city.

of twelve glass

-

good deal “tore up,” bat while the

Van Hbrwunkn, who was

arrested

EIGHTH

a

law

before the

criits lost

some members of

Rom

came up

the

west and made

body seek for shelter in

a

every-

hurry; in a few

minutes, however, the sky cleard off again,

and the children were happy. The whole
affair terminated happily, with the ex

ceptionof the rain mentioned.

at his

head

at

training with that

crowd

a

distance of thirty yards.

most Important geologicaldiscov-

From and

able spirit, to test the coupling on the

fl

It consisted

of

fl

The followingare

On Monday night
Messrs. G. Van Putten

moved

Ninthly

They succeeded in doing

it

pumped

water out of it— showing the well

i

bat all the trouble heretofore experienced

to

couple on that well was the

fault o(

not

holding the snetion hose perfectly square,
so

as to give

goods of
Sons were re-

If- “
14- “

last the

&

to their new building on River
and aUhe utuauimeon Tuesday

the threads of the screw a

chance to catch. Eagle No. 1 ought to
practice the drill of coupling on that wel
also.

W. * H.

15—

Prop

the same time they open
:k of groceries, and

new and fresh
now display a

a

lundsome and large stock of gmKls.

may
[hat no more
tope they

We

good business, and
fires will destroy their
do

o

date, I

and will keep on hand a com-

BLPERDINK,

White Granite

plete stock of

and C. C. Ware.

A
those

liberal deduction to

who buy

sets or in large

quantities.

Rockingham and Yellow

FOR SALE.

the arrivalsand clear-

after this

trade the necessary attention,

done and mi
otiee.

Ware

Tr:

-lor >Urwke«, IfObrls lalt,
iv. a.
W'-Uin, Kaclm Hg'it.
Hjpe, Lading a. 20 m lath, 15 m

•

“

in

large supplies.
g. j.

vaarwerk.

Holland, Mich., Sept. 10

1877.

EXCURSIONS
Joslin&Breyman,

Shingles.
M. Groh. Chlc.g 84 bags wheat,
41 bags feed, C br r -igar, 1 brl pork,
65 pkga irdae.

! 1

THI STEAMER

TWI-LIO-HT

.

CLEARED.

nnd Jmornjng they were ready for business, at

thus prov

Holland, - - - Michigan

Friday morning:

to

VAN RAALTE.

intend to devote to this line of

RIVER STREET,

A 8 Acre Fruit Farm containing aome ftOObearing
grape vines, 100 Onrraat bashes; Strawberries;
had found hundreds of specimens of these
ARRIVED.
Peare, Apple, Qtlnee, Chestnut, Malberry,AppriSaurian* with the bones alone remaining, Ang. 10— Prop. M. Gr ;h, Chicago, 500 bu corn. 2 cot. Cherry and Peach trees in bearing.
brl« whiskey, i brla pork, 1 brl
No money reqnired down Inqnlre or
so that this discovery of the outer skin is
he* 18 brl aagar.fiS pkga, turdJ. VAN LANDEGKND,
wan* S5 pk.-s sundries. 50 brt«Mlt.
Holland. Mleh. Janoanr 1, 1878.
new to science.

streets.

is

22

Repairing

giant reptile or Saurian,

tion of the bide. Previously geologists ances up

hydrant on the corner of River and

to be in good condition. It

NO.

course. Lookout for bargains.

so perfectly preservedas to exhibit a por-

K.

CROCKERY!

ELFERDINK’S

The above firm make a specialtyoftaetom work.
Guarantee aattafacUon. Their prices are low
hopes to be all ready for business on Mon- cnongh to compete with any honae In the city.
They keep constantly or hand a choice varitl
ietyol
day the 26th Inst., when be will allow Ladles and Children stoss and gaiters.

12— Scbr.

Columbia Fire Engine Co. No. 2 turn
out on Monday evening,with commen

D B

balls, which were thrown

people to buy at their own price. He has
The First Ref. Church Sabbath School ery of the year hgs been made by Prof.
always treated tbe people kindly and with
had a picnic on Thursday last, at the Snow of the Kansas Universityscientific
respect and intends to continue in his
mouth of Black Lake. Just about the expeditionabout 800 miles east of Denver.

^time they got landed* a heavy rain squall

H.

the legislature

to convict.

The

HOLLAND, MICHIGAN.

demo-^

politicalUsnes they will probably be found

sufficient

8T.t

W. &

charge of incest,and who has been

with the crime is cot

Specialty.

5-llw

Our auction man from Muskegon will
once
more open business in Vennema’i
in the late election, tlu republicans have
kept in onr county jail, for several months,
store,
in a few days bis stock of Clothnot gained extensive. Some “indepenwas acquitted this week— the case could
tag,
Ladies
and Gents’ Furnisbing Goods,
dents" appear to have been chosen, but
not be proven. A mere confession withthey lean toward the democracy and on Glassware, Tinware, Crockery, Trunks,
out some proof connecting the accused
Valises, Notions,etc., will arrive and he
on

Makes Custom Work a

my

tered with a Colt’s navy revolver ten out

Parties in North Carolina have been
been\
C.

kinds of former's produce.

Kurils’

touch has been with curves by Leary, the professional
many pitcher of tbe Manchester! He also shat-

most malignant

tyPe'

Of the neateststyles and best qaalltleswhich I
effer cheaper than anybody else.

STOCK.

perfected only by the practice of

fever in that city years.

is reported to be of the

Rubbers, Slippers, etc.

pay the highest market
price for hides, hams, and all

Hampshire.

Grenada, Miss., the yellow fever is in aheap of money while blindfolded. At Manchester be bit nineteen glass balls
raging so fiercely that a committee of three He runs bis fingers through the mass, and in less than one minute. He bit a base
have been delegated by the sick Mayor in a few moments each coin is tested. ball fifteen times in succession,thrown
of

333

Come and examine

At

and Councllmen to telegraph for material This remarkable power

T

I

I

According to a New England paper,
Ira Paine has been rivalingDr. Carver in

coin examiner of the Treasury at

Washington can detect

in

Fresh and Salted Meats.

Berlin, seems to have been but little apnegroes ware killed by lightning peased by the exculpatorydocuments that
at Preston Bendf Texas, and the belief
M. Waddingtondcprecatinglyread to him

Two

still

has arrived

DEALER

ter Foreign Affairs on his return from

rushing Into town, among their people was that they were ob- in justification of the part played by
and the competitionamong the buyers is jects of divine wrath. A revival of reli Franco at the Congress. “You carved the
not likely to abate yet for a while. We gion was the immediate consequence, and j»»!nt,” said he morosely, ‘ for other folks’
are informed that a gentleman from Mil- nearly every negro in the county is a con- feed In."

The

1877.

Boots and Shoes

For tbe best kind of

Gambbtta, who interviewedthe Minis-

/

U

KZ

1,

D. B. K. VAN RAALTE,

Meat Market

Jresh. An engagement was fought late

at two cents the bushel, hand-picked .aud
will decide to abolish its legation at the delivered.

HEROLD.

£.

Holland, Mlcb., 8ept.

Call at the

urged by the vote of the Liberal party,

US.

I am now sslllng the Howe Bewing Machine,
and will henceforthkeep It for sale at my store
Peddling machines with wagons ha* been aboll*he4
for the almpie reason that the prices of machines
tie too low to admit af any expense la that way

Prices Low.

you wish to make

—

A Complete Assortmentof Children’s and Infants'
shoes for fhll and winter,and a fall line of
Udiss' and Gentleman'swear.

yourself a success? Then attend the

of the United States, has invited foreign

received at

Eighth Street, City of Holland

kinds of

Work Warranted and

along the slime.

On

ell

We keep constantlyon hand the beat kind of
stock, and also a nice varlet* of designs. Letter
Ing done la the English, Hollandand German languages, as deal red.

Secretary Sherman denies that he is
and two dollar bills

Col. Mansfield, of the U. S. Engineer itants, and to be the third in population out of circulation.Persons can get $100,Corps, and Capt. Mower, were in town this and the first in size of the States of the 000 In one dollar bills any day on applicaweek, looking after the harbor works Union. "

!u«t

nr stone.

trying to drive one

& SHOES

Perkins, BOOTS

&
And

OF

E10HTH 8TIUJIm'

MONUMENTS E.
CEMETERY WORK
--

have Farewell,gas companies!

notice the sidewalks are being re\ Attache at the Russian headquarters,has

paired

—

TABLETS, HEADSTONES

been ordered from America.

STOCK
—

USriEW

S,

Manaiactarcroof

The new

Lieut. Greece, the American Military

grain crop in the central

C0RNER C1!DAR *

the Hollandar office.

preparing to put on the roof.

The

M

I afH 6

hl:;:';r1d^.S""“p,GN,'8u,ne’

caucus this (Saturday) evening, in

It is said that the Sultan has pledged factoriesin Paris at ten cents per night.

The second story of Vander Veen’s new

M

Democrats of this city will hold

ise so well.

J>lock is completed, and the carpenters

fll

A Large and Fine

Having been rebntltand

Aug. 12-Prop. M. Groh, Chicago. 4 pkea mdae.
'• 14— Schr. Wollln. Mllwaaiee,28 m laa b«r, 59
piles, 7 oak timbers.
14—
Hope,
Ludlngton,
lope, Ludini
i, 40C
<00 lbs batter, 110
». "
50 do apples, 25 bn p*>tatoes, 6 ba onions, ISO lx cheese,
2 brl* flour.
15— Prop, M. Groh, Chicago, 924 r r ties, 80
f h stares.

CAPTAIN

F.

refitted last

winter,

E BROUWER,

“

doaei

h"*

SPECIAL PARTIES

m

Can bo accommodated on short notice, for tbe
small sum of FIVE DOLLARS, taking thou down
to tho month of Black Lake In the morning, leaving them there and bring them back In the evening, or anv time di*sired. I am aleo prepared to

iroperty.

Whatever may be the defects in the
oir organization of the nationalsor greendays, an
backers, or workingmen,or the crudeness

Several people wondered where

accommodate

Marshal was for the last five
Watchmakers | Jewelers, SUNDAY SCHOOL PICNICS,
yesterday
morning he putin an appeal sjftlieir platforms, they are redeemed to
Our readers will notice a new feature
Having a bane soluble for that pnrpose,to go
DEALERS IN
in this issue. They will find a temper, ance. Upon inquiry we find that he wi
tome extent by the fact (hat professional
oat on Lake Michigan, or to be talMn toany <Teslrod
point, and bronghthome at the time agreed
ance poem on the first page. We have after a stolen horse and the thief, and b politicians and the regulation resolutions
upon. For snch large picnics, however, timely
Silver
Ware,
Watches,
Clocks,
notice will be necessary for preparation.
leased a certain amount of space to the succeeded in capturingboth. The borsel are excluded, and the work such as it is,
Term* very Reasonable.
Woman's Christian Temperance Union, is (he one stolen from the pasture of Mr.| i9 done by their own hands. This is
Jewelry & Fancy Goods.
F. BROUWER, Captain.
which space they wish to devote to the M. Van Tubbergen, and the man that too: rather a merit than the contrary,and It
temperance cause, for a stipulated

num

the horse covered his tracks so well that

1

ber of Issues, and would like to call the reqnired considerable search to nncove
attention of onr readers to tbe fact that him. Tbe man taken by Marshal Vaupe

we write nothing for that column or have
anything to say about such matter for tbe
time being, and therefore all praise or

blame

for

such

articles as they publish

us.

fails to the ladies of the Christian

perance Union of

this city,
-

and

Temnot to

Holland, June

proves at least that this popular move-

ments begins at the bottom, where fonn
laid, and not at the
goes by tbe name of Izaak Naaije, an
top.— W. Y. Sun. As a general thing
was traced to and taken at Watervliet, these observations of tbe Sun may be
town situated between South Haven a
correct, but tbe proceedings at Grand
All Kinds of Spectacles.
St. Joseph, and brought to this city.
Rapids, August 7th, did not corroborate them. However, if the Greenbackers
Fall
oHSold Peas#
The Odd Fellows excursionon Wedneswill break up both the old parties, who
day was a sad failure. Tbe rough weather
seem to be utterly useless at present, it Repairing Neatig and Promptly Executed.
of tbe previous night, and the strong wind
will accomplish a better purpose than to

1,

1878.

17-3m

dations are usually

Mae

s,

English and Scotch Ales,
-

AN

Dr—

GUINNESS’ DUBLIN STOUT,

1878.

In bulk and lo Bottle.
Quite a stir has been created in and
Holland, March 94,
5-lj.
blowing, bad stirred np Lake Michigan to
around Zeeland by tbe andden and mys- quite an extent, and made the water so carry out their platform.
Vo. 100 Monroe Street.
terious death of Janna Hagens, who lived
rough that neither of the boats pat in an
John Cook, a well respected citizen of^ D COT basloeaatoo cad engage Id. $5 to ISO
DCOI P«f made^bjr any worker of eiger
5 miles north of the Village of Zeeland.
appearance. Quite a large number of the village of Allegan, aged fifty years,
Iso Agent for Robert Smith Brewery, N. W
The woman was about 72 years old, and
and eample§ worth $5 free. Improve yonr cor. of 5tn and Minor streets, Philadelpnta.Mr,
people were in town from abroad, and the father of two sons, aged respectively
neat
this baeioeft. Address Htinson A
Robert Smith, has sncceeded Id making
In
Inabout 18 years tbe senior.of her husband,
felt sorely disappointed as well as our- 20 and 15 years, was killed Monday morn* 8-lv trodaciog an Ala, which he calls“India PaleandAle,**
and it was observed some time back that
sod ha* succeeded so well that It Is highly recomselves. An attempt was made in the fore- ing before daylight by his oldest son,
mended as a tonic fur woak persons.
she was treated as If she was not wanted
noon to get a train and go by rail, but tbe Albert H. Cook. The unhappy boy killed
Farm
for Sale.
there very bad. 8he was suddenly taken
only offer received from the railroad au- his father with a shot gun when he supwin sell eighty seres of splendid clay A splendid stock of Cigars and
with violent pains and cramps and died,
thorities was too high to make it popular posed he wai shooting at a tame fox that
.!,
six Dlilet
miles from this city.
city
, Six
o1nroiro/\n
Vionri
otLer liminra
liquors always
on hand.
and without calling a physician tbe was
or feasibletor the Odd Fellows to assume. had been killing chickens. /fffie shooting and school boose, at a bargain, 80 acres
unceremoniously interred. Tbe suspicion
MMf
In the afternoon a large number went to occurred at three o’clock aod before day- of this land Is partiallyImproved. Also
40 acres of unimprovedland In tbe Townof foul play was aroused by the neighbors
the harbor on a schooner towed by the light the father was dead. A coroner’s inship »f Fillmore. Inquire of
and inquiry was instituted. Complaint
tag Twilight, and picnicedin tbe woods quest was held by Justice Day on Monday,
M. D. HOWARD.
was made and depositions were taken from
and on tbe beach. Lake Michigan was and a verdict was brought in in accordance
several of the neighbors, in Consequence
roaring and afforded a grand sight, and tbe with the facts as proved. The nnlncky
Detroit and Milwaukee
i
of which sheriff Verplanke was ordered to
wrestling of courageous bathers aud father exonerated his son, took All the blame
disinter the corps, Uke a doctor and proswimmers with the surf affordeda sight upon himself, and died in abmit tn hoar
cure tbs stomach. Doctor F. 8. Lcdeboer
such as is rarely seen here bat quite com- after being shot. His death baa caused the
HOLLAND,
•
opened the corps and took the stomach
Wa. H. Kirkland, Propriitormon on the seashore of the Atlantic. Tbe deepest afflictionand distresstp his famand sealed it np to be sent to the State
whole party arrived home safe ancLsound ily, and he is mourned by a lards circle of
Dees s general:
Chemist for analizution,pending which
Uon bufinti
Grand
Haven,
Michigan.
relatives
and
friends.
The
son
cannot
be
about dusk. Many idle complaints are
the United

Graft* Bapi«0, Bleb.

Maine.

Netrcbnfcb

42-tf

^

BANKING.

jiciimi

Railroad Hotel,

BANKER,
•

comforted over his sad mistake] and the
points one way, and the suspicion seems
“the btot sailors are always on the shore."
iq have good ground. Further developThere
is no such tiling as fighting the
ments of tbe case will be watched and
publishedlu due lime.
I elements. '

widow ie inconsolable. He waa iur ied on
Tuesday last from his residence si 10 a. m.
The services were conducted by' Rev. J.

The best secommodation for the IrsvelHe*pub- tioa paid to the
be found, night or day, at the
above Hotel. Tbe beet imported Hquors and
clfiie alnajre on hand.
WM. H. KIRKLAND.
lic can always

Geand Havsn,

April

10,

1878.

9-tf

mm

i

LIZZIE AND I ARE ONE.
Llufe and
8eeU>«

It’a

me;
And

this honeymoon
•'t.

of cure, I’m aure twill never

ToruiUtoqneaolongago/tUat
aaitjhone*o Iona aao. ’tU ahinlng on ua
P'for better

She took me for a bleeaing—

I

understand you aright, you wish
“Miss Cameron— Leonie,” he cned,
ignore tout nephew. It is not so “were there a prise to win, were one’s
easy, m he u in your house, so I had heart’s hope centered upon me, I would
better leave it”
trample down these demons of tempta“ Goodness 1” cried the widow aghast tion. I would prove myself a man if I
at this interpretation of her words. 1*1 hadany motive,” i
v
never meant that Where can you And > There was no mistaking the prayer in
another boarding place near here ?”
his eyes, the pleading in his voice.
“I can return to London.^ * >
Only for a moment^ dose to the low
“Tve put my foot in it John____
will window, before a hjmd like a snow flake
never forgive me,”said
” Mrs. Tollman fell upon his shoulder,a voioe, low and
d MYtn nnl v
sweet, murmured low in his ear :
But there was ne^yr^pathy in Leo“Be a man for my sake.”
nie’s face, and she turned awa
vay at last,
She was gone before he spoke again,
perplexed and more anxious than
_______
ever. and he wandered off to the woods to
And Leonie, linking back in her chair
possibility of thii
again, looked at the sunset clouds and
ay Mm. Tollman
11

me

ire one, and one we mean to be.
forty yean slnoe she joined handa with
I

n

yet.

or

fo

might have proved a

PerhapeI*ve not been either, yet lock wm on

If I

my

aide,
For Lizile baa been a bleeaing alnce the day ahe
waa a bride.

art.

”

i

I carry here her picture,in a pocket near my heart,
And never truer angel face waa drawn by human

ti

Th*y may not think It beautiful,but never do I aee,
In thronga of charming women** face eo dear to
me.

THE LONDON TIMES*

to

And now la I look on It I’m back at the happy day,
'When Liixie and I, united, were amlllng along the
way.
She had oome tq S
.• weary with a
Not pompom wm the journey, yet all the world round of fashionable life, ttrid of flat-

-

summer boarder. Society, languidly
contemplatingMiss Cameron for the
next three years, foupd her eccentric.

Interior Working! of tho *< Thunderer.”
[London Cor. Baltimore Bun.]
Permit me to sty a few words as to the

HOW THE CATCHER WAS CAUGHT*
BT VANDTC* BIOWW.
FaU

toll

wm

he,

with dnewy matclea.

modus operandi

of jounudiste on the
London press. Since Mr. Delaine
has ceased to be the chief “leader” edichief

And the regular prize-ring crop of hdr •
And he played, with akill Moeedftglyfl?e, ’
The catcher'splace in a Weston nine.

tor of the Times, and is a valetudinarian
He wm rich in all of the manly graces—
in the south of France, many changes A Tary Apollo from head to heel ;
have taken place in the writing departments of “The Fourth Estate ThunA
^
derer.” Three representativesof the But he nerer wm foul in deed or word.
great universities—Oxford, O&mbridge.
As fair wm ahe m the sun uprising,
and Trinity College, Dublm— now sit in
A blooming milfien, with Inadoua lips,
judgment
on the leadersthey reapective- Whoee dainty completeness wm really snrpriiln
_
Down to her roay finger tipe;
ly write. There is always a supply of
And she often eat on the atond in tho abide,
old-stock leaden ready in type, held in And mw the gunei which that cltcher played.
abeyance for the proper time in the
whenever he seized on a hot one nicely,
Times* chief office. These are under And
Or caught a foul with agUlty,
look and key and thn supervisionand
her handa, for that wm predaely
Theaortofthing ahe wanted to aee ;
custody of two men, who are held
For much did this bloomingmaiden pine
responsible for them. Obituary criti- For the catcher who caught in that Werternnine.

?o#nJ7ly

til)

8h®

She was grave and gay by flashes, fascinating in either mood, but she was
mysteriously unapproachable.
The bravest suitor found himself met
Our wedding jaunt It waa, and my preudeat day of
Wherefore it wm meet, when the gamea were over,
life,
at the point where friendly attentions
rOril TO 106 lOTlDg Olu lOlIB, 10 BOOW WJP pl#>
merge into lover’s devotion by a wall of
am
tasuHuiermuj j oiaer man
ioy reserve that was- impassible. She tleman in parricularhas charge of this And if an oocaaional error he made,
department,
with
some
three
or
four
subnever flirted, but she hod the reputation
Twm aimply because with a miss he played.
Were nausht to me, for heaven wm there m Lixzie’a
P ^de^jOonstitntedjtselJ
her amateur of a flirt, because she was popular and editors under him. Meet of the “ leadbeaming eye.
For, spite of her hve, this maid wm addicted
admired, and remained single until ers ” of the Times on daily events that . T.° ***• mo,t coquettish and naughtyand aly,
To her It seemed all nature In eummer’a richest
are
fresh,
are
written
by
the
university
And tba maa of the diamond field wm restricted
27., She was known to be truthdress
wondered indolentlywhat society would ful, aftd she had distinctly told several men I alluded to. They sit in council
say about John Furber. It would grant inquisitive lady friends that she was hot and amend, alter, or. .reject, as seems If the maid by the catcher wm ever put out '
prudent.. This is done between the
God made us to shed fragrance on the holymarriage himArare perfection .of manly beauty engaged, io there was not even the spice
hoqjs of JO and 12 p. hl I have known, At that dangeroushour, while yet the inn ling ere
day.
of if ace add form, And forgive the evi- of romance in the
Above the horiaon, and Nature is dumb,
dent traces of dissipation, if it was only
S — — knew her -not in those three however, the best “leaders” Written He would bold her small ’hand betweenhis jammed
Yea,
known that he was the son of a rich years, bntMrs. Tollman was the recipi- for the times of the same day at 8 a. m.,
The
And atroke her soft hair with hia atifr- jointed
there;
had hqen educated an, idler ent of .various hampers of city dolioa. or two hours before going to press.
• thumb;
k.- j
And oft Old Gray wm halted In each elapsing hour,
in. ; 5ut in what holy horror cies from her, and would acknowledge The late Lord Palmerston frequently And often their walks were extendedao late,
That L responsive to her wish, might cull the wild*
sent “leaders” to khe Times, after a 'Twm eleven o'clock when ahe crossed the home
it wot3d tui
Ing flower.
turn away, with uplifted the same by letter.
, Plrtfl
hands, when it was known jhq.wae disOne of tnoee, dated three years after debate in Parliament, when the dock
The woods and fields and mountain aides for her
was striking 4 in tho morning. * His At last he musteredup courage and told her
inherited, with no home but a lodm in the beautiful Miss Cameron left 8
,
had wealth untold—
How fondly he longed toauake her his wife,
A lllver flood the river ran, the run cast rays of tte.hgjta of a widowed aunt eking out after elaborately thanking that young mode was after this manner: “Lord
And aho rested her head on toe manly nhoulder
gold;
Palmerston's compliments to1 the editor While he eagerly aaked “ wou.d ahe give him a
laity for a hamper of dainties, added
With soul refined she saw and felt ten thousand
i life?"
of the Times, and begs to say:” Here
“ Do you remember my nephew, John
And he hinted with emphasis, leaving no doubt
While I— well I could only see my wife so wondrous
his brilliant conversation, his cynical Berber ! He left me the day after you commenced tlte “loader,” the chief Tbit, should she refuae him, he’d surely strike out;
night editor first carefullyexamining it
gailfiNI
did, and I fretted maie than a little. Bat
'Twm the umpire Love that gave (tie decision
Ah. me ! It was a tour of joy, an episode of bliss—
he took a turn for good, Heaven be and cutting ofl the bit above quoted be- The malden permitted her Ups to be kissed,
With earnest faith In every pulse, hope fervent m in a poor man.
thanked. He worked himself up, and fore sending it to the compositors or And then, looking up with a slightlyblurred vision
She bluehinglymurmured: "Why, yea— Fll
Leonie. from thinking of society’s to-day he writes me he has made friends ohief foreman. At present this foreman
*k,M:
AndeverasthedsAbrbMOiflliAiaed
to love her
assist T
or
press
manager
is
Mr.
MacDonald,
a
more.
So tho game to a right happy ending was brought,
opiniod, > quite * uhoonsdously glided with his father again, and is to be taken
Yet now. with forty years agone, we love m ne’er
And tnua, m It happened,thw catcher wm caught I
into oousideriiigher own. iTha dark- partner in a commercial house. His Scotchman about 37 years :pf age, but a
before. ;i ' / t ,A
keen
and
far-seeing
man.
Here
let
me
browned man had made a fair portion of father’s to buy it, but John’s earned a
tmmmflr plAaani^ fclirAA
qnBalbood Mi
‘hiffiplace too by hard, honest work. Oh, my note another matter. Press cable news
PITH AND POINT.
hence to America goes at 5:30 a. m. for
dear,
Fm
happier
than
i
ever
thought
As the'
If a man is kicked over by a oow,
12$ cents per Word. Before that hour
'b^hln8
to be. Perhaps you’ve heard of the house
And all who grew around us with love reward her poetry under trees, sunk in a superb in London that John is in. But I’ll tire the charge is 25 cents per word. From can he not be said to get a free milkcare,
5:80 a. m. to 12 m. you can send cabin ,pnnch ?
And think there’snone so kind and wise as mother baritcjie juptb! /tlie murteuringwaters, you, writing about my affairs. I wouldn’t
news
hence to Amencn-for 12$ cents per
pitting there.
An Irishman wanted to know if the
looked into her eyes oh' amoonlit porch, only I thought perhaps you’ll remember
word.
The aim of American newspaper hero of Greece, “Mark O’Bozzaris,”
v.ttr
i (
John.”
'
atod
whispered
delicatelyworded
flatThe ymrs 'have sped, and good and ID have met us
men in Europe is to give their papers at wasn’t a son of the old .sod.
tery. No more than many another man
“In London,,” Leonie murmured; “so
But j&ntiy #^4 kept moving on, Is on the joining
had dona j A; beaufy, and rich, Miss near me all these years, and yet never home the first and best service of news.
Among the disagreeablethings of this
than seeking md. Was I too bold? Did I drive They have to contend with one or more life is borrowing an umbrella and bodAnd tWhirof letter or for worse; life’s laaaoia we Cameron had looked upon more
-------news a.sHocifttionHhere, and the efforts
ing the owner’s name on the handle. ______
suitor, -an&foffltftekhim away by showing him my heart too
to get an early edition of the morning
^“iStofig^nd ^ l8,r0lnf
10 b?**k U>e him when his amusement wearied her. plainly? Well, even so. I am glul I
Thabe iz no geod substitute for wisScarcely a flirt— for she. encouraged no gave him the first start toward an honor- papers are humorous to behold. , Many dom, but silence iz the best that haz
Yea, Liade' and I are one, and tiro well never be,
downright ‘love-making— but a beauti- able manhood. Remember him? Yes, a ruse has been employed to get a copy been discovered yet— JbftA Billings,
TUI death an arrow launches at liizle or at me
of the Times to sltim its “ specials ” and
And though our heida in floated,and the frosty ful, fascinating woman, who wounded Mrs. Tollman, I do remember John.”
Whkh the summer sun begins to alzsle,
locks ire thin,
forward them in s^son to New York. A
hearts with merely careless grace.
• And hunks of ice begin to drool, !
She had folded the letter and was dress°P* bw^ll^ wintot firs, arq gldwirjg warn
certain
paper
styledv^‘enterprishig”
Life teems indeed a fearful fizzle
Musing in the sunset, it waa impressed ing for the opera, when a visitor was an
within.
To him who would but can't keep cool.
took
much
pains
in
jCaany
ways
to
get
apon<i»tbe protod heart that, • uncon- notmoed.
A
novel
is called “ My Heart’s in
the Times under speh early circumsciously, she had 'ptoiAoned' a life that
Ipt What a barbarous hour,” she murTHE HISTORY OF A LIFE.
the
Highlands.”
That is better thm
stance*.
Mr.
MaoDpnald
“espied
the
wm already sinking, There were caps? mured,, not looking at the card. , “In a
strainer.”
as
they
sayi:in the'Hodse of having yonr liver in the hands of a dochilitieaXor better, things ^ iRfljprifanp
few moments, Jane.”
' .in?
,«•.;•
Commons, and lay in wait for him. An tor.
She was robed in, her fleecy dress of old copy of the body of the Times was
“ I bay, waiter, Fve* just cracked this .
white lace, over pale-blue silk, had
a
window upon a ^garden
warden flami
flaming
egg. Look at it” “Don’t look very **
upon some dangerous precipioe, waiting clasped diamonds on .throat and wrists,
with autnmn. tints and runset glow, lif£
nice at that end. sir, I must say, Try
for the clasp of
to draw him
and in the little ears, when, as she took
«d a pair of Soft, dark eyes to Mrs. Tollthe other.”
back/ or its repulse to throw him over. the opera cloak irom the maid’s hand,
man’s face. It was «n anxious face just
is, was fussing and smiling, having only
She
passed
in
review
her
host
of
male
The hpuse-flyand the mosquito are
At ihui mnmant'
nan all j Vnll
she looked at the card :
a few minutes to send off ms skimmings
friendi, aid found none who had wakthe only ones who really enjoy hard
“John Furber.”
as “specials.”Words alone were what
ened her heart to hours of such keeil
A great heart-throb sent the blood over he wanted; sense he had not time to work this weather. They are putting
pleasure as John* Furber had given herr
in their best licks.
her brow and neck; then it faded, leavckreltss
__________
She tried to recall oso miid whose grasp ing only a soft tint upon the fair cheeks, dwell on. Off went many words, and at
A discomfited soldier, who found that
in her low chair, and said, quietly, yet
a cost of $50 per ten words in those
and in the dark eyes alight of happiness days. Out came the great “ enterpris- he had shot an Indian already defunct,
with every appearance of interest:
harmonizing well with the smiling lips. ing” detonator, and all Gotham was was overheard to murmur,' “I didn’t
know it was Lo dead.”-* '
She looked like some visitant from antW
took part.
For each wm truly all the world to the other1! lov*
Ing heart

-r

she had found
rest and quiet under Mrs. Tollman’s
motherly care. She was rich, richer far
than the landlady had any idea of; but
she had no near relatives, nnly a second
cousin to keep her lonely home and play
tery, dancing, flirting, and
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her thrpat twice, and finally said, with
nervous emphasis:

Miss <?ameron’sface seemed to freeze.
It *as a very beautiful face, with pride
for a leading expression. Sweetness
lurked in !the mouth, intellect beamed
from the radiant 'dark eyes, bnt pride
shadowed all. It carried the small head
gracefullyerect, it swept the folds of

motion. It
small patrician hands, and

the rich dresses with a regal

touched the
was evident in the well-modulated tones

Th^^S^^Uman

°f“
said, despairingly, “I’ve made you mad already, and
haven’t said anything. *
" l ass not mad,” Leonie answered,

SHESSS

’troubles yon.”
“ It’«— itV-

John, Hitt Cameron, and”

r^>Plto

»il
ward.
of
own

amazed. Since then Mr. MacDonald
other world, in the radiance of her has not been troubled much by demands
beauty, as she came across the wide for early copies of the Time#.
Finily, lifting her eyes with a soft
drawing-roomto the window where he
sigh, she saw him leaning against a tree stood.
An Editor’s Experience With a Female
opposite the low i^udow; looking at herHe had not heard her light step, bnt
Book Agent
A vivid flush stained her cheek as he
he turned when she was near, showing
The
editor
of the Santa Clara fCaLj
23HDTAW
the stamp of his better life in his noble Echo is happily deaf, and thus tells of
“What can you have been thinking face.
his adventure with a female book agent
of? You have not stirred for half an
He held out his hand, looking earnhonr. Only that your eyes were open, estly into her face, and seeing she only (the book was not a female, of course):
We thought eveiwbody in the State
“Hp-", u spoke a happy truth, as, taking it, she knew we were deaf, but once in a while
said:
we find one that is not aware of the fact
“ I am glad to see you.”
A female book-peddler came to the office
“Leonie,” he said, “you gave me a the other day; she wished to dispose of
“Of what?”
hope three years ago, that lias borne me
a book. She was alone in this world,
•

•id:

“The

world in ge^ral, my World in above temptation and suffering to a poparticular. It is almost time I returned sition where I am not ashamed to look
any man in the face. Leonie, you bade
pre^iraftor wmi police allow me—”
of regret, bnt not forthe ghastly change
Blusliing brightly, she took up the
in his
words as he passed:
She shuddered, remembering his “To be a man, John, for my sake.”
“And I obeyed you, my love, my dar“Going away ! Why, of course you ling. 1 have come for my reward, Lewould be soon,” he said, trying to speak onie, loving you with all my heart, darcarelessly, while his eyes hungrily de- ing now to ask for your love in return.”
voured her face,' and his white parched
So- society had aripple of sensationin
lips were drawn as if in sharp physical a fashionablewedding, when John Furber married Miss Leonie Cameron. •!
But only you and I, reader, know the
“I have been here three months,” she
said, feeling her own heart ache at his romance of the summer in S— — , of how

face.

.

1

forced by a fear
Jjer
inability
to finish her self-appointed task, she
hurried bit /’“He's nephew, miss,
es you know, though his f^her is a
rich man, very rich, and John is above misery,
his Aoftifi^iPphwo in her
She’s
dead,f/«n^John was spoiled somewhere

iSmi>4

mm

save for an air of polite interest

John Furber redeemed his manhood

f
should be glad to welcome you

house.”

to

mV*

*

“ No,” he said, harshly; V I will not
take such advantage of your kindness;

don’t flirt

despond-

falling in

felSi

for

Efteet*

,l }

-

A month before the bombardment of
Fort Fisher began, the celebrated powder explosion occurred which was intended to blow down this solid earthwork, a mile in extent, with forty-feet
traverses every few yards. Ite ridiculous failure is well remembered. That
night after the explosionof the powdership some pickets on the beach were
captured and carried on board the Admiral’s ship. Among them was a very

wasted his life till it is too late to take
up the threads again. You do not know,
perhaps, that my aunt keeps me here
from charity
r
' 7
“I know yon have offended your father,” she answered; “but you aw a solemn-looking fellow, who' sat aitently
man, scarcely 30, and it is cowardly to and sadly chewing tobacco. As there
trikof despair at your-age,”
was intense curiosity among the officers
Her words cut, Aim like a whiplash. of the fleet to
^ know
__ _ the ___
__
result
of the 4VreThe dark bloxl mounted to his forehead, markable experiment,one of them asked

T

w^dlT

iti/

,

Position? I have thrown

ri(ri

it

behind

“One

is glass in eyes, and the other
isinglass.” That is the answer— and
a very clever one it is, too. What we
want now is a conundrum to fill it
is

Go to the mosquito, ye shiftless; consider his energetic ways and learn
gumption. On second thoughts, thoogh,
yon needn’t go. He’ll be apt to oome.
Restaurantpatron—* ‘ These sausages
are hardly

“They

up

to the

mark?" Waiter—

eh?

Well, d’ye expect
Italian greyhound and thoroughbred
Sootch terrier for two bits I”
The

ain’t,

more perfect
be. And the older
the banana peel the less graceful and
the more perfect will be the gentleman
older the seeds the

the lady-slippers will

slippers.,
A well-known dramatistcan say rude
thiugs. Sbme one said to him, last
week, “ You want a hew hat ” “ Yes,
thaVs quite true,” he replied,“but Why
say it? I never told you you wanted a
new head.”
“ I wonder where; the clouds are going,” sighed Flora, pensively, as she
pointed with a delicate finger to the
heavy hiasses floatingin the sky. “I
think they are going to thunder,” said
her
1
, • .f

brother.

'

The things which people are willing,
to give us are the things we do not

want. When Lincoln was sick with the
small-pox he said to his attendant:
“Send up the office-seekers.At last

tin*)

I’ve got something
themJ’J

’

tor each one of

1

^

___

.

“We

i

Cobb,

“I will not have you say so,” she
___
___________ with her own said, roused by an earnestness she had
earnest utterance,
Tollman paused, never intended to betray* “You shall
The tnree degrees in medical treatlooking pleadinglvin Leonie Cameron’s not uselessly throw away your life.”
.. .
ment : Positive, ill ; comparative, pill ;
A hope sprang to his eyes, new there,
“Why, stranger, hit waked np pretty superlative, bill— JVeu> York Medical understand it now; my wife’s
lighting them to darling radiance.
nigh every man in the fort I”
Times,
it awfully.”

M™

irt. °

. -

r>

Dn> the prophet Isaiah ever eat at a
railroad station ? It certainly looks so,
for how could be have described it so
literallyif he had not ? “And he shall
don’t want a oook,” we resnatch on the right hand and be hungry;
marked, blandly; “our wife does the
and he shall eat on the left hand, and
oooking, and she wouldn’t allows goodthey shall not be satisfied. ”
looking woman as you to stay in the
house five minutes. She is very jeal- i A witty clergyman, accosted by an
old acquaintance by the name of
Aolemh-lodjring“ reb ” if he wps in ous.”
She looked at us in despair. Gather- replied: “I don’t know you, sir;”
the fort When the powder-ship exploded,
to which he replied in the affirmative, ing her robe* about her, giving ns a “My name is Cobb, «h,” rejoined the*
man* who was about half seas over.
bnt without exhibitingthe least interest glance of contempt, she exclaimed:
“I do believe if a 800-poundefwas “Ah, sir,” said the minister,“ you have
in the matter; whereupon the. officers
gathered around him an4 began to ask let off alongside that deaf tool’s head ao much corn on that I did not see the
he’d think that somebody was knocking cob.”
questions.
at the door.”
“Yon say you were inside the fort ?”
A simple-mindedman having an at-*
Yon should have heard her dam the, tack of the gout wanted to know why he
)MYaas, I wasthar.”’1’-'lo-iii m //obi
“What was the effect of the explo- door when ahe went out. We heard should be so afflicted,aAhebad alwaya
sion?”
• {
n
lived a temperate life. “ It is probably

~

.

,

Its

i

mi

Leonie’s sake.

lyyflfvL |i f * f i *1 Jl f TI
oeauuim, nen— iaay iar above me in
“ OoWard f I might flgnt the-' whole
oftMfcftiOiad position, and .only stay, woridyeh buV^and here hit- tone was
for oouuftrf quiet IVe no bitter, and yet strangely pathetic, “ the
1

,<.»

u-

mi

between the year she died and two
years ago. I don’t know where he took
to bad ways. He was brought np an
idler upon his father’s money, and from
idleness to drinking,gambling and bad
ways is an easy road. His father is a
bard man, and he thrust him put nearly
a year ago and disinheritedhim. «J He
cante hero, for I love him. I’ve nothing
else to love; husband and children in the
graveyard, so I love John.”
There was a piteous pleading in the
woman’s fao^ buk Leonie’s was blank,

and had no one to whom she oonld turn
for sympathy or assistance, hence We
ahduld buy her book. She was unmarmarried, and had no manly heart into
which she oonld poor her sufferings,
thereforewe ought to invest in a book.
She had received a liberal education,
and we oonld not, in consequence, pay
her lees than $2. 00 for a book. We had
listened attentively, and here broke in
with: :i '
;
j,
“ What did you say ? We’re deaf.”
She started in a
voioe and went
through her rigmarole.When she had
finished we went and got a roll of paper,
and, making it into a speaking trumpet,
placed one end to our ear, and told her
to proceed* v She nearly broke a bloodvessel in her effort to make herself
heard. She commenced:
“ I am alone in this world
”
“It doesn’t make the slightest difference to us. We are a husband and a
father. • Bigamy is not allowed in this
State. We are not eligible to proposals.”
“Oh, what a fool the man is 1’^ she
said, in a low tohe; then, at the top of
her voioe, “ I don’t want to marry you;
I want to sell-a-b-o-o-k!”
This last sentence was howled.

“Ah,” sighed a hungiy tramp, “I
wish I was a boas. He’s nearty always
got a bit in his mouth, while I haven’t
had a bit in mine for two days.”

y

j

i

I

that
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LEH1L LOBE.

cow was

the

Serve an Injunction on DIsfeMtf

PEKILOUS YftTAGE.

the natural result of the

defendants.They knew the
CroMlPf the Atlantic Ocean In a Dory.
Interesting Decisions from the Latest
nature of the wire ; that it ahonld fall on
[London Cor. New York Hereld.>
Law Reports.
the adjoining laud when it decayed was
LIVE STOCK C0AUII88I0N.
The American boat Nautilus arrived ter’rt Stomach Bitten, the finest the most
The case of the young man who hired to be expected; and the pieces, being
MCFARLANDk 00.,n Union Stock Yards Kichug*.
yesterday
in Mounts’ bay, an inlet of the highly nanctioned,and the most popular tonic
a horse in Paterson, N. X, on Easter concealed in the grass,, weregplainly
PRODUCE CO.lCtiltfftlON.
and preventive in existence. It strengthens
Monday, to drive four miles to Little liable tq be swallowed by* nows pastur- Atlantio on the coast of Cornwall. The the stomach, remedies torpor of the liver and S. 0. SARGEANT, GmL Commission,H7 8a Water 8k
Falls, but drove ten or twelve miles ing then. Upon the principle already Nautilus is the smallest vessel that fijer bowels,and gives a healthful impulse to the W.H. WILLIAMS AQ0„ BHirA Fish, Ht So. Watsr 8k
loo h* Girls,
further to the great injury of the animal, mentioned, the oomptmy was afydged attempted to cross Jhe ocean. $lie‘rias secretiveand diecharging functions of the
iralorn Court*
built
at
Gloucester,
Masai,
is 19' over kidneysand bladder.Not only doee it arreit
/HttfutlH.
Inhas attracted considerable attention on to be answerable for the loss of the cow.
and prevent the recurrenceof malarial feverti.
all, 15J feet on the bottom, and 27 inches
acoonntof the supposed novelty of the
---- ^Aondway, HadflonAstd,
bnt it fpifetittfee onty adequate safeguard - -deep. The crew, consisting of two against them to persons who nave never been
decision that this was ah unlawful converThe Mystery of Kattfek
brothers,WilliamjaiSlWaiter 'Andrews, afflicted with those maladies,bnt wonld be
sion of the hone to the hirer-'aownuse.
j .
. .
,
Some yean ago George Jacob Hol- of Boston, "who left "BeVerly, Mass.', June liable to inonr them if medicinallyunprotected. thorough. HnpurloruoepnMuoilittlons and advautugus
This is said to be a n«w doctrine in the
It eliminatesfrom the blood certain!imparities
courts of New Jersey, but it has been yoke, the famous secularist, in discuss- 12, landed in the village of Multion,
which the most skillfnl pathologistsassign as
MHTH. A. H.
Cornwall,
appearing
greatly
fatigued.
distinctly asserted brat least one in- ing the rt Limits of Atheism, "' gave the
the excitingcauses of those agonizing comThey
give
a v6ry interesting account of
following
rhetorical
statement
regarding
stance within our knowledge, by tl\e Suplaints, rheumatism and gont, and it is. moreUNIVERSITY OL LOUISVILLE.
preme Judicial Oourt of Massachusetts. the mystery of matter : “ Look at this th|ir perilous and adventmons voyage. over, an excellent remedy for an enfeebled or
Medical l>o puMment.
overwrought state of the nerves, and for menFor
a
few
days
after
leaving
the
AmeriIn 1875 that tribunal' decided (Perham humble, obscure and commonplacestone I
tal despondency.
can
coast
they
experienced
fair
weather,
FORTY-EECON
D~*ANNU AY. HESMION.
vs. Coney, 117 Mass. Rep., 102) that a We neglect it with the eye, we spurn it
person hinng a horse to go to a place with the foot— it is not worth raising but this pleasant state of things soon
nnKLIMINARV
oonrau
(fruu tosl*! students) bectau
Terribly Exhausting abb the Night
agreed upon, but driving him beypnd it, from the shore. Yet no book was ever changed, and fogs, wind* and rain pre- Bwiatb which accompanyConsumption. But
Dot Lund undsMurobl. . y1'.
was guilty of conversion, and was liable written, no message was ever delivered, vailed for a considerable period. This
~ L P. Ysndell, M.
for any subsequent diminution in the no roriumoe ever depicted,7 no epic ever was very trying, and they were subjected
‘ ' ijk
f which, conquers the
to
a
great
deal
of
hardship.
Their
bedw* , aawis>*ss\i,
m sewy
value of the animal, even though it pro- sung containing such wondrous interest
deadly malady, is well as bronchitis, pneumo“uJkeuVm
tuU^iw'^Matrlculntion
ceeded from some infirmity of the horse as the story of this stone, could any man clothes got quite .wet, and for four weeks nia, pleurisy, asthma, diphtheria,and all other
* K KH- t'rolMSon^
tlckeT
utor'a ticket,
--- 810; Graduation, $»i
they had to sleep in their wet clothes. nffeotions of the throat, lungs and chest. It tee, tt; Demonstrator's
himself. Itwohld be well fbr people tell it, What throngingconjectures
Hospital ticket (required
qulred bjr
by the
tbs
city),86.
who hire horses to keep these decisions What unbidden and tumultuous memo- On many days they couldt -take no sleep saves thousands from untimely graves, and is For clrculsrs,addressProf. J. W. HOLLAND. M. D.,
invaluablein rescuingchildrenfrom thaoroup, SecxeUry. J. M. BODINE. M. D.. bsan.
ries rise as we contemplate its possible whatever, and were worked so hard by
in mind.
whooping oobgh and qqinsy. It is lOld by all Brown's Bhonchul Trocus, tor ooogns and oolds.
reason
ox
the
bad
weather
that
they
The idea that a notary public should mutations of existence 1 History was unDruggists.
R A A If
Assnta Tten dfStampT
could scarcely eat or drink . anything.
D U U IV O) LL Fairchild, RollingPrairie,W is
be invested with power to commit a wit- written when it first slept in the earth.
On
the
FourUi
of July they had the luxWilhopt’z
Fever
and
Ague
Tonic.
I—
We
want
an
Annt'ln
every town and
ness to jail for contempt would strike What generations of men have lived,
ury
of a bottle of lager beer, which they —A certain, safe and speedy cure for all disI
lawyers in this part of the country with and struggled and died since it was first
had kept specially for that day. For eases of miasmatic origin. It cures in a few days,
amazement. Different notions prevail broken from the rock 1 Great battles,
without danger or inoonvenienoe: Chills and
eighteen days they never saw the shn,
Fever, Bilious Fever, Dumb Ohills, Pernicious
in Missouri, however, as we learn from changing the fate of dynasties and inand could take no observations. Fever,
Congestive Chills, Sob Pains, and all
Mrw
a decision which his been rendered by volving the servitude of races, have been
They passed many schools of whales, diseases of similar character.Enlarged Spleens
A4one of the Judges of the AppellateCourt fought over its cam resting place. PosA arista,Maine.
and experienced some danger from are reduced as if by magic; and ~8un Funs are
sibly
thonsands
of
years
ago
the
mastoof St Louis. A witness whose deposithem. ^They were often so close to the conquered wife marvelousrapidity. Whexltion ^as being ,taketj before a notary in don trod upon it, and the iothydsauri
ock, Finlay A Co., Proprietors.New Orleans.
if
whales as to be able to touch them, but
that city refused to answer one of the paddled it into the sea. Ancient waves
hesitated to do it through fear of having
may
have
washed
it
into
the
ocean,'
befeasiMas'iissa
questions put to him. The notaiy held
their little boat upset. They spoke sevin quality,or m timekeepers.
A Balm fo^Every WouNd.
ofttAOttXre’s
that he could lawfully be required to fore the first ship was launched by the
Ask
your Jouolor for tb»m.
eral steamers and sailing vessels, and Salve is now so generallyused for the cure of
Agency-H CortlsndtNt., N. Y.
give the evidence which the inquiry flrat mariner. In the silent and wondrous
obtained some observations. On July 1
sought to elicit, and upon his refusal caverns of the great deep, which no
the seas ran mountain high, putting
plummet
has
fathomed,
and
no
eye
has
committed the witness to prison for ton
their Uttle craft in imminent danger, and
days, or until he should answer. Upon, ever seen, it has lain in regal rest.
imposing on them the most strenuous
who have tried it once always keep a box on
a writ of habeas oqrpus sued out in be- What monsters have glared at it ! What
exertions and the most sleepless vigitempests
have
raged
1
What
tornadoes
hand, and nothing will indnee them to be
half of the prisoner, the authority
lance. ' This continued for a number of
claimed by the notary was maintained, have broken over it 1 What earthquakes
$10?
NOVELTIES
days, till the strain on their bodies and Without;'!roppjft r y : ^
and the release of. ;the fitness re- may have tossed it up from its hidingminds became very great, but they bore
The evil consequencesresulting from
Outfit Free
is
fused. The CMcago J^aJ New* says place ! On what shore did it reappear ?
up cheerfullyfcnd overcame every dan- impure blood are- beyond hnmau calculation, J 11. BUFFORD'S SONS, ManufacturingPublUhete,
Did
some
Assyrian
lover
watch
the
of this case that' it may do for a notary
. k4l to 14? FranklinStreet, Boeton, Maae.
ger. They underwent, during a portion so are the vast sams expendedin wortblesa KsteZUehwd
nearly tilly yean. ___
public to coMmit for contempt in Mis- waves which washed it up? Did some
remedies,
i’anon'i
Pwyaim
giUitabk*
net
e,
of the time, some really terrible weathsouri, but it would never be tolerated in young Pharaoh play with it? Has it
rich blood, and taken one''! ‘night for three rtnci A O -The Choicestin tne world— Importer**
er, and at one period were Hterally bemonths will change the blood in the entire
Illinois. We hope there are very few been imbedded in the walla of Troy ?
oreaelng—Acente wanted ererywhere-beet
Did Achilles plant his spear by it ? Did tween life and death. Their chronom- system.
States where it would be tolerated.
mente— don't wutetlme-eend forClroulnrto
eter was broken and rendered entirely
it He bn thb plains of Marathon on the
KOIl’T WKLIiS, 43 Veeey Kt.,N.Y., P. O. Box UR.
For
upward!
of 80 yean MfCtflNSLOW'S
useless,
and
they
encountered
tremenAn Ohio bank has been defeated in a morning of the memorable battle ? Has
SOOTHING SYRUP has been used for children
somewhat remarkable suit brought to ter it been dyed by the blood of Geesar in dous difficultiesand dangers. July 26 with never-failingsuccess. It Porreots acidity
SWEET
cover damages for the non-deliveryof a the streets of Rome? Have Ohaldean #as decidedly the worst day of the voy- of the stomach, relieves wind colic, regulates
telegraphicmessage. A person had ap- shepherds picked it up as the Orient age, the weather being very tempestu- the bowels, cures dysenteryand diarrhea,
plied to the bank to have a draft cashed. sun broke over their silent plains? ous. During the whole of the voyage whether arising from teethingor other oaoMB.
Awarded h<ghul prim St CentennialExpoeltlott
An old and well-tried remedy. 25 ots. a bottle.
Being doubtful as to his responsibility, When all these and a thousand other such sleep as they were able to get was
ehtving qualiHetand tzetOtnot and IcuHno dUfe
atUr
and fimnring. The belt tobaees
the officerswrote to a correspondent in questionshave been answered its history very disturbed,and was more like a sort
'lf'^0HEW
•Ter made. Ac our. blue atrip trade-mark la elOMlf
Tbe Celebrated
mutated on Infcridrkoode.
Me that Jarlton'tBmt »
another place, making inquiries, and is not begun. Its elements are inde- of continuous stupor. This was perhaps
qu erery plug. &ild by ell deelom. Send for eamMfe
“Matchless”
asking areeponsep* telegraph. The let- structible. , The parts of which it is tqe most trying ordeal they had to go
frro.to f*. A
Wf*V. Prfrrntiurg,Vsl
acts of the
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the telegratoSmsnot
receivedby a given time the draft would
be cashed. A message was delivered to
the telegraph company to be sent in
reply, but it never reached the bank,
which, therefore, cashed the draft The
paper turned out to be valueless, and
the bank sued the telegraph company
for the amount paid oh it, claiming that
the draft would have been rejiec
if the
telegram had been duly reoeiv
The
Ian gauge of the message, however,was not
such as to indicate to the company the
object for which it was sent; and, under
the circumstances,the Supreme Court
OommiBsion of Ohio held that the damages claimed 'by the bank— that Is, the
amount paid for the draft— did not naturally flow from a breach of the contract
to deliver the telegram, and could not
be regarded as within the contemplation
of the parties, and hence were not recovter also stated that

erable.

.

if

‘

The obligationsof railroad corporathe delivery of baggage to passengers traveling by the
tions in respect to

composed were never created— in some throngh, as they

felt the fatigues

Tobacco.
The Pioneer Tobacco Company,
New York, Boston and Chicago.'

form, in some world, they have always voyage much more keenly throngh the
existed. Wnere were they when the want of rest. Neither of them had ever
earth was without form and void?— To crossed the Atlantic before. Sometimes
The relaxing power of Johnson's Anowhat astral system did the matter of tkeyhad to lay- to for many hours with dyim liniment is almost miraculous. A genthe drag out and throwing oil overboard.
pebble pnoe belong ? Of what star
art? -..Where wto it befqre
plaiist began te be ? If
matter has existed forever, this stone in
its countlesstransmutationsis a geologithis

On July 13 they took the first obsemtiou they had been able to make1*****for
eighteen days, when, they made Solly

tleman whose leg was bent at the knee and stiff
Tor twenty years had It Umbered by tame, and
the leg to

now

as good as fee

^

'

Wood Tag Ping

of the

other;

m

GRACE'S SALVE
JoNKivn.!.*,Mloh., Dec. 37, Vsn.—Htmt. Fh*lu: I
you to ote. (or two tmxM of (Jraea'a Salve. I bar*
had (wo and have used them on an nicer on my foot, end
It la almoat well. Haepeot fully youra, O. J- YanNKM.

eeut
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fight. They were very much exhausted, 'What
and hove- to in the Mullion roads' on ings grow long and cool? Did yon ever read
i c
e
cal wandering Jew of eternity.; ft we
The Bfct fttaily Fife? to the UdUtt 'States ?
Tv
u R 1 L L E: 0!
cannot tell the'hinorybfa single stone, Wednesday night, William seems to If not, send Ten Cents, and gqt three speciTMe TIFFIS Woll Horlng iiikI Rock
who shall tell the history of God ? If a feel the strain most. Walter looks bet- men copies. Address, The LthaEB, Chicago, ID.
..prilling Mur blue is th»,onlv Machine that
poor pebble is a surpassing mystery, ter, but haS'W bad fiknd, caused by so
will eucceedrvery whrrr. Jt makes the brak
much strain. The whole passage occu*<»! of walls in any «oll or rock, dne m.«h and (me
who shall understand the Deity
11m and Other* can pnrchuo no remedy equal to Dr.
pied forty-fivedays.
horse can make from £28 lo SCO n Uny.
TOBIAS' VENETIAN LINIMENT, for the core of
Circulars and references sent free. No Pa,
Leprosy.
Cholera,Diarrhea*, Dyeont^ry, Croup. CotUS apd SeaA Scientific Opinion.
liokoee*, taken Internally (li i* perfectly harmlee* : eea
Two cases of leprosy among the Chioath accompanyingeach bottle) and externaUy for
nese in San Francisoo have given rise .-to
The London Lancet says the usual Chronic Rheumatism, Houdactni, Toothache,H6n
F
considerableapprehension. One of the eon we of people in S' Heated term is in
iVBNkTIAN L&iIMKNTwaa introduced in to47.*nd FOR PARltfKKSiAND MANUPAf
lepers was found lying abandoned in the
directYiolationof the laws of nature. no one who ha* need It but continue* to do so, many
They are Uniform in shade, and the color ean alwaye
street m the Chinese quarter of the city, Perspirationis n moisture whibh nature •tating If It woa Ten Dollare a Bottle they would not be be matched. Any one oan point with them. They have
It Thousandsof Certlfleateecan be eeenat veryeuperiorcovering propertloa.auddo not, like the
and hm cotthtryslen passed him by in spreads over the surface of the \human without
the Depot; speaking of Ite wonderful edrativeproper- o-called patent palnta, contalh either water, benclne
ties. Bold by the Drasgieta et 40 ote. Depot. 4H or alkali Theee pnlnta «rw In Uquld Form, and ar*
throngs, refusing trtfjye him relief in body ic
for mnoh the same purpose ks an Murray etreet. New York.
n (Jan*
sold In Gallon
Cans and BarreU.
Berrola. They
Th are ajao pot np
any form 6r to touch him. He was intelligi
In small oan*
igent housewife sprinkles
^ ___ water
wi
card showing different0ihaJes^0^.1^'.ofifyok A OO*
placed by white men ip a fruit wagon, over her butter-cooler. But perspiration
id William Sta.. New York.
cor. Fulton and
fttnh which' a load of nrange^had j^t
is checked by sitting in draughts, by
been sold, and was taken to the Chinese wearing very little clothing, and by
cla, EnaoMansM.' Salt RBKUM.
Cataiuih. Kidney Diseases.ai"l
hospital, but was there denied admisLOOD.
adopting light colors for dress. The
sion. He was then taken to the hospital remedy is taken for the disease, and,
Alonirewl and Box on.
of the city prison. The other leper was
Hold ererj’whare.Jt.00 a Bottlu.
throngh impeding the processes of
cur i pu a viTr i.KD a«>j
nhw»r
gU.Chlflago
discoveredin the jail, and was utilized nature, summer colds and other allied
(SKI a day to Agwnte to anil a Houaabold
'bold ArUdto.
as a leoturespecimen by the Academy of
lU’Pg
evils are bdhtracted. “The conditions tip*/ AddraeeIluokeye
________
____ t'o.,
... "
itoriqaigqa
Sciences. These cases will show whether of health require that, within very KiT Mitt UEAtiV.
ilV.IW AGENTS WANTED.
The Grand
the fear of contagion displayed by the narrow limits, the temperatureof the
Achievemwnta
rnfftrers is ^wjbII human body should stand the same,
«r
t^a wrefohes
® ftle- whether the the thermometerStands at
iy handled by white men. The intro90 deg. in the shade, or sinks to a few
duction of leprosy into the Hawaiian degrees below zero.”
a great calamity to
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same train with it are clearly defined in
a case lately decided by the EtoheqUer
Division of th60igH Court bf Justice in
England. A maid had been journeying
with her mistress on the Great Western
railway, and they alighted at Paddington station in London, where she saw
all their baggage, including her own
trunk, taken from, the cars, aad placed
together on the platform.• She went for
a hotel porter todake the baggage to a
hotel, but it appears that he d^duqtjiud
her trank, for it was not among the
things which' he brought to thdhotel.
isibilityl
Upon the trial of a suit to recover $150
ia is not vrietaed with
as the value of the trunk, the jury found
that the loss occurred through the negli- equanimity. To what extent the disease
gence of the company, and that there now exists there among the Chinese is
was no delivery to the plaintiff.They not known, and there is no way of disrendered a verdict in her favor, which covering. The mortalityreturns report
was upheld, on a motion for a new trial; nearly all the deaths that occur among
and Baron Oleasby quoted the following them to result from “ causes unknown,”
passage from Bedfleld’s American work and a large proportion of them maybe
on camera, as a very intelligible and owing to this disease. Now that it is
convenient statement of the law : “It known to exist in this country, it becomes
is the duty of a railroad company, in re- important to learn under what conditions
gard to the baggage of a passenger it is infections.
which has reached its destmatioh, to
Betel, hew fork.
have the baggage ready for delivery up- The Fifth
Hon.
Hiram
Hitchcock
hag been inon the platform at the usual place of
duced
to
take
an
interest
^ the Fifth
delivery until the owner, in the exercise
of due diligence, can call and receive it, Avenue Hofei, on account of the imand it is the owner’s duty to calf for and paired health of Mr. A. B. Darling, who
is now in Europe. Mr. C. W. Griswold
remove it within a reasonable time.”
O his
UAD active
CtUlUYUinterest
JLAJkVUACDVin
AAA the
IU1U firm.
III 111.
retains
People whose farms are fenced with On the
e Minst- the hotel commenced its
wire will do well 'to note a recent de- twenti
ietli yekr witn a reduction7©?j)noe
cision of the P.nglitth Common Pleas
from five to four dollars per day,, and all
Divisional Court The plaintiff and a extra accommodationsin the some ratio.
Yorkshire iron mining company held ad I&e incomparable situation of the Fifth
Avenue Hotel and its superior accommodations ‘throughout will continue to
it occupied.
make it more than ever the favorite reFor this purpose lines of wire rope, sort of travelers.
supported by posts, were placed a
/ cr
•. + y
r~fthe border of the plain tiKPs farm, <tr
They were rittmg eh the piazza near
was used for pasturing yailnh cows. The the seaside. He was her lover, handstrands of this rope were rusted away some, and * full of the ardor of j impasby long exposure to the weather. Bits sioned youth. She was sentimentaland
of the wire fell into1 the grass on the pretty, bnt the mosquitoes were buzzing
plaintiff'sland, where they were hidden around her SO lively that even love befrom view and involuntarily eaten up by came monotonous. Finally there was a
the cattle grazing near the tenoe. The lull in the conversation,which fee broke
result was the death of three finable by observing; “What are the* wild
cows, A suit was brought to recover waves singing ?” She smiled sweetly,
the value of the third animal thus loet, and, swinging one of Her ivory
and the County Court Judge held the over her golden curls, lisped; "I think
mining company responsible, on the they must be singing Home, Sweet
' 'e that they
they were bound to use Home.” He left
principle
their own property so as not to damage
The fences of the one State of Indianother’s. His decision was affirmed
by the Common Pleas division in Lon- ana alone are estimated to contain 15,don, which declared that the injury to 550,000 cubic feet of lumber.
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Windsor Hotel, New York.
Since the reductionof the rate per day to
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’FREE
to the traveler than

now.

IN’

X

Oottegw GlngstfifMd.
Take one enp of hotter and lard melted together, add one cup New Oyleans molasses
stir into this one cap each of sugar and cold

HOMES

ANTI-FAT

THE WEST

•00,600 eerea tekeo

In fear moothifey

;

(4,000 pwpte.

GREAT REMEDY

•The

Cot

;

lar^e'

water, two
beaten, and

‘

SUBSCRIBE
FOR THE LEADING

three large teasi

deb. Bake

converted Into fat.
• fat peeaew frame twwa*8v«
TMtlona, K ariU reda
MftftAlMP Wfttlb
'• Corpulencela not only a disease ItadA bat the
harbinger of others.” So wrote Hippocratestwo
thousand year* ago, and what was true them la none
the leas so to-day.
Sold by drugriits,or iefit,by express, open n>
oelptofllja Quitfler-doacntilA Address,

Sickness can often be

avertedby prompt use of remedies ; so if yon
have any disease of that delicate organ, the
Heart,
*

d

‘

)n will
you

BOTANIC

find relief. It is guaranteed to core all symptoms of Heart Disease,either organic or sym-

OF THE WEST,

pathetic. Among the many forms of Heart
Disease are Palpitation, Enlargement, Spasms
of the Heart. Stoppage of the Action of the
Heart, Trembling all over and about the Heart,

THE CHEAPEST AND BEST

B1MP1.E, EASY,

IN
As

ft

KILLS

”^u

and

^

at; Kaiserhoff, during the late BerCongress, sixty-three rooms at 37,000 Terms $1 SO per yean 3 Oepies for 10 Cls.
a month, and his food bill was $10,000. Addreea* ,t*eba®n* Wor# •abacriblngfor any other.
He gave $300 to the waiters. The corTEE
Chicago, 111.
respondent of the London Times took
$3,600 with him for expenses, and expended $3,410, in addition to $2,410 for

tele^ama^

The Chtoago Ledger

is the only re-

liable Story Paper published in the Wett, and
is sold for half the pries o< Eastern papers of
the same kind. Three speounen copies sent to
any address for T» Cents. Address, Tbe
Ledger, Chicago, HL

LEDGER,

BOSIMI mUMHffT;
Daily a&d Weekly, Quarto,

BOSTON, XAfj

all

FLIES
article*

Lord Beaconsfield occupied with h»s

_

FLY BRICK

___

tSe weakest
without
ii
IPfiUHiMnl
forty-elgut-column
paper

5sSa%fflKSMr

OINK OO.f

Y

PROFITABLE.

BVEBYBOUT HIS OWN TBIKTER

THE UNITED STATE?.

Jbmffo Paprr. The ChioaoO
plain type and
r

lin

M EDI

Proprietors,Buffalo, N.

theSpirits. Sene for a pamphlet of testimonials to F. E. Inoalia Concord, N. H.
The HEART REGULATOR is for sale by
druggistsat 60 cents and fl per bottle.
ous anil BclentlfloDeDarimentinumefOos

suite

dyvecetame
and perfbctlvharmless. It act!'
pnrely
v«

upon tin? fb.

uov,

in moderately hot oven.

A Dangerous

ALLAN’S ANTI-FA t
1»

the,

in

a

TWO;
HOURS.

room
ioc.

in

worth

will kill
norefiics
than $ld
worth of
Flypaper.

No dirt,
o trouble.
b.tmLL

"

umm

HEW PIEMM

|#wnrw’
Fanning

6.

In the direction of utility— in labor aav-

-

Idk

machinery,there haa been in
than In

the

inrention^ind

-

o

-

We

on the country during the clril war de*
manding increased prodnets, while the
number of producers was greatly dimin'

to

supply tho place

of

Caps,

Lager Beer.

Come and

see for yourself,

trouble to

Warehouse &

-

o

Office

Holland, Aug.

&

FOB SALE.
vk

8lLot

B,ock ,1- South West

Addition9170 each. Lots 1, i 3. « 6 * 8 in Block
25. aa organised plat near the M. L. 8. depot at

New

t0’

App,y
M. D.

with comparativelylittle labor.

Then

Vanderveen,

HOWARD.

Plows, Cultivators, Drags,

PkEFAULT

at the
etHoua.n, May J„

HARRINGTON.

P.

having been made

In

the conditions
gf of

-

ON DRAUGHT AT-

Henry Weirich
No. 104 Monroe Street,

GRAND RAPIDS, MICHIGAN.
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power
of sale In said mortgage
mortgage
contained,
and% of
stat
the
— -statute
«- — w aM
In such
vwu vwSe
case made
made i.uu
and provided,
w. w.ucu, b-.iu
said
morieage
be foreclosed by
a sale of
o the mortr»g*gwill...............
.
gaged premises,V*
or vw
so aasuvai
much thereof
a« WO/
may be
wuvswi Off
uw
necessary to satisfy said mortgsged debt, the interest thereon, said attorneyA*. and the costs and
expenses of Mid sale allowed by law, at public
vendue to the highest, bidder on Tat flay, the
—

f

-

“ * •»
— A

.a
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The

being

a good

Com

work. Now

Planters, Rakes, Hces,

with improved machinery a farmer can

Also a complete stock of

with suitable force, thrash and clean ready

General Hardware,

for market five

hundred

through In the middle
witli

.

day’s

almost

bushels

and

get

Together with a large assortment of COOK
STOVES of the best manufacturers.

So

of the afternoon.

and in nearly every

all tools

department of agriculture, the improvements which

facilitate

wonderful.The
all

Repairing Neatly Done and
Promptly Attended to.

farm labor are truly

-

corn-sheiler,corn-planter

seed-drill,potato digger, steel plows, forks

and hoes,

We

contributeto the increased

make

ability of the farmer to
bring forth; so

17th day of September, 1878, at one
o’clockIn the afternoon at the front door of the
Conn flonseof Ottawa County, In the City of
Grand Haven, Michigan. The premises to be sold
being describedin said mortgage aa follows, all

^COMPOUND EXTRACT

is,

-

USA

GIVE

the

or ought to be,

J.

increased. We think it a matter of great
congratulationwith our farmers that

Holland, April

we

18,

CALL.

.
Lqwihp

CONTAINING

A Cbobs, AtCy$ for Mortgage*. 18-18w

Spirits of Nitre

VANDERVEEN.

1877.

A

Choice Stock of Cigars

and
Lunch from

Liquors.

10 to

1

1

o’clock a.

HENRY

m.

WI ERICH.

Q*aw> Rapids, Mich.

(

his land

while prices are low,

net income of the farm

•

the following described piece or parcel of land situate, lying and being in the County of Ottawa and
State of Michigan and known and described aa
follows, to-wit: the north half of the south-east
quarter of the south-west quarter of section thirteen 13), in town seven (?) north, of range fifteen
(15) west, and containingtwenty acres of land
accordingto the United States survey he the same
more or loss.
Dated, Jnne 6th, 1878.
VKJrORlNK K. HICKMAN. Mortgage.

respectfullysolicit a share of your patronage.
Old metals taken in exchange.

the City.

...........

-

Saloon in

finest M

.

a day

WEIRICH’S

there la claimed to be due at the date of this notice,
the sum of 9391.00, anil an attorney fee of 910,
providedfor in said mortgage,and no proceedings
at law or equity having been Institutedto recover
-

Hay and Manure Forks,

winter to thrash out the grain, ten bushels

Htfg.

mortgage, and notes accompanyingthe same,

ffllA

the

farmer employed men during thd long

Fair dealing can be relied on.

man* and liopy J. Hickman, his wife, to Vlctorlne
E. Hickman, then all ol Ottawa Connty, Michigan,
and recorded In the office of the Register of Deeds
of Ottawa County, Michigan, July S7th, 1870. in I
Liber 7 of mortgages, on page SIS, upon which

er and binder, and drives over his field of
grain cutting and binding a score of acres

v

40-1

X0ST9ASS SALS.

LotaS, 4, 5 and i In Block H. The above will
be sold on long credit and small payments down.

Will be found a^lvgBaMortmmit of new goods

nesses a strong team of hones to his reap-

^
E. J.

B,

where stumps were plenty it was cut with

j.

always

on hand.

Cheap Cash Store of

Hardware Store

sickle, a band Hill at a time, and the
workman was called smart who could cut
an acre In a day. Now the workman har-

and Caskets

Coffins

Setts.

and by all

hand

cement, always on

SONS.

17, 1878.

At the

and Parlor

Lime, Lath, Shingles, Cord-

0-—

G.VAN PUTTEN

Setts

Mechanics'Block* Detroit, Mich.

everywhere.

Druggists

Cheap.

wood, and Stovewood, Akron

be relied upon.
—

10

HT“8old In Hollandby Heber Walsh

GRAND HAVEN, HIGH.

A prompt delivery free of charge, can

a,

No.

on

WASHINGTON STREET.

PRICES ABE LOW.

-

Bedroom

The Gray Medicine Co.,

no

show goods.

from the

Wall Paper at Wholesale and
Retail

Pall particulars In oar pamphleta, which we
desire to send free by mall to every one.
The Specific Medicinela sold by all Dmgglrts at
91 per package, or six packagesfor 9*. or will be
sent by mall on receipt of the money by addieas
Ing

Fair dealing can always be
relied upon.

Etc., Etc.

variety of mower* and reapers, the tenders,

oft

a rou,c.,mB

w

treating theae specialdlseasea.

In

""

,h‘"

venal Lassitude.Pain to the Back, Dimness of Gome
Vision, Premature Old Age, and many other diseases that lead to Insanity. Consamptioaspda
Premature Grave, all of which as p rule are Iret
caused bv deviatingfroth the path of nature and Beautiful Live Geese Feathers,
over ladalgeoee. The SpecificMedicine te the re
salt of a life study and many years of experience

Wholesale agent for Ph. Best
Brewing Co’s celebrate#!

The universaluse of the almost endless

raken and thrashers,all testify to the
greatly improved methods of cultivating
the soil. Within the memory of most of
our farmers, the mowing-machinewas not
known, and when first made was too costly for the average farmer to buy, and when
bought could only be used on smooth
ground. In those days a farmer with forty acres of grass must needs employ at
least five good hands and work hard for
six weeks to secure his hay. Now be employs three hands and with the machines
does the same work In half the length of
time and does the work better. Thirty
years ago the groin was ent with a heavy,
slow-movingcradle, and on new land

Articles.

—

ALSO

—

Crockery,
Flour & Feed.

manual labor.

TMWT

Smokers’ Fancy

Groceries,

machinery, whereby horse power could be

all dlaeaeea
that follow aa a
sequenceon Belli
Abuse; as Lots 'X.'dVl i
Deiore iakingaf memory, Uni-After Taking.

-And all kinds of

ished, naturallyprovoked the inventive
genius of our people to construct farming

FURNITURE

and

I

Dry Goods,
<fc

'-c=^‘ ommended as an
Seminal waak-

have Just received a large new stock of

Hats

Can be made by examining tho large
new stock of

M

TRADEMARK*!* especiallyrec TRADE

ness, Ppermator*
rhea, Impotency

Biver Street,

The immense pressure brojght to bear up-

Money! Money!!

Specific Medicine
unfailingcure for

Barned oat by tho late Fire wo nsopenodIn
oar new store Just completed at our old stand on

constructionof agricultural Implements.

made

Wholesale Dealers

VAN PUTTEN & SONS,

this

country no greater improvementi in jhe
last thirty yean,

GRAY’S

Tooli.

y

The Great English Itemed

RADEKE & SON,

IN

4-6m

k

The Celebrated Cincinnati

CONCENTRATED FORM, FOR

Diseases of the Kidneys & Bladder,

have such advantages over our forefathers,

SWEET’S HOTEL

Exertions, Gleet, Stricture,

nnd
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Obstruction of the Urine,
nil Dlnvnavn of She Urlanay
nail Mexoal Oswnnn,

OUST
-

MALI OR FKMAL1.

Announcement,

Prloe,

-

Fr*p»r**1from
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*>H|lnalrecipeof Dl.

the

161 Jeferam Avenue,

PGR MALE

c“uttibUt.,°
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Wm. LEICHNER CHILDREN CRY

HILL,

W. JOHNSTON * CO.,

k;

AT

One* l>ollnr.
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DR. SCHOUTEN’S

ALWAYS

Bauer ef he* I-m euiMla<.and vhaihsr ia

Mo

If you want a sale, sure and reliable medicine
your chldren. for diarrhoea,flux, summer comdysentery, and all diseases similar

for

LAGER BEER

Gonorrhea,Weaknesses, Over-

whereby our physical strength is not demanded aa was theirs in doing the work of
the farm. The American exhibitionof
GRAND RAPIDS, UOK.
farming tools now taking place at Paris, T. H, LYON, - - - Proprietor.
especially in mowers and reapers, etc., reflect great credit upon our people as inSpecial
veotors and manufacturers of farming
The undersigned desires to announce to the
tools, the best to be found in sny market public In general, that he la now the sole proprietor of this wen-kuowu and popular hotel, and
in the world. It is not surprising that the that he will hereafter give his petsonal attention
English, French and German farmers are to the management of the house and the wants
ti h •Wwa. The konse has been refitted and reastonishedand filled with admiration at furnished, and now offersthe best of accommoda-

Mothers Head This

DETROIT.

NO.

68

CANAL STREET,

ALL DRVGOINTA.

Grand Rapids, Michigan.
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FOR

IT.

0Dl/ ck®ck dlarrhma, dysentery, enm-

tions to the travellngpubllc.
It contains180 handthe manner oar machines do thefr work.— some and commodjous rooms, fifty of which esn

not easily earned in these times, bnt
can be made in three months by any
i i ODO ot eDker sex, in eny part of the
is

Kingtton Freeman.
ui

Aaurlou XaohlsM

in Pirifl.

exhibition at Paris, are apieodid apeci-

_

tlon Is given by all employees.

raena of workminahip, ant) they fairly aa-

toniah the elegant Pariaiaoa. The Echo
Affricate,of Paris, speaks of them in the

following complimentary terms: “To see

Cfifi
9UU
machines, constrncted

these threshing
with perfect taste aa

to

T. H.

LYON.

!.w®ek ,n Ionr own Iowa- 95 outfit free,
b° list Reader, If you want a business

to the work, or only your spare momenta. We
nave agents who are making over fifi) per day.
All who engage at once canamakemoney fast. At
tne present time money cannot be madeao easily
and rapidly at any other business. It costa noth
frJ 'he bnslness. Term- and $5 ontfit free.
Address at once, H. Hallitt * Co., Portland,
38-ly

Mat»B
I

ahape, and with

these reapers and mowers, where
metallic portion* shine

like

.

all

the

Hardware,

silver,

one

Agricultural

Implements,

does not imagine himself in the midst of
apparatus destined for work which

Ail kinds of

is re-

Ready Made

Shirts— in-

puted vulgar, such as cutting the wheat or cludlng Finn While Shirts,from 85c to
mowing the grass, but in a store of enor- $1.78; Sailors’B!ue Flannel, Hickory and

mous Jewelry and among true works of
Cheviots Shirts, etc., etc., •laothe finest
art. Never, in any country, have been
seen such grace and splendor. If by the lot of neckties and collar*, includingthe
magnificence of the machine we are to
Sultan Linen Collar
judge of the character of the workman
who would be inclined to suppose the with a patent duplex curve, etc., etc., teo
American farmer to be equally fine, walking the earth not in blouse and wooden
shoe*, aa with us, but in
with hands gloved.”

full

numerous

dress and

to

mention, at the

Cheap Cash Store of
E. J. Harrington.

for Cinosr.

place

Hardware
J.

Store,

VAN LANDEGEND.

Holland,

April

27,

1878.

ll-4w

Extra Lunches prepared
' all hours.
Grand Rapids,

GOLD
— _ _

who engage make money fast. Yon can devote
time to the bnslness, or only your spare

all your

“Th8

BOOKBINDING!

Musk eoox, Sept. 8 1875.

The nndersignod announce* to the Public that
they have finishedtheir new Meat-Market,and are
now ready to supply their customerswith ell kind*
of Meets end Sausages. By promptness and fair
dealing they feel confident of giving satisfactionto
all those who wish to favor them with part of theli
trade.

.

W.
J.

BUTKAU.

of Groceries constant

T
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1
Orlean*, Sugar .................
C

gc.

We

have a fine

spices, and

lot

of

....

AM

m

e\

9

saw

TV UOk UIC VUUUIKIOD JUaV
core himself cheaply, privately and roert-

“Gem’

terms.

MANLY
Holland.

Sent muter seal, in a plain envelope, to any ad
dre*s, pott-paid, on receipt of six ccnta or two
poet sUmpe.
Address the Publishers,

D. HOWARD.
Holland.Mich

hi COLVE&VELL HESIOAL 00,
41

Am

9t..

,

Nsw York; Post OfficeBox. 4586.

1878. SPRING AND SUMMER. 1878.

large var-

iety of Teas, one that we offw for 50c per
be surpassed.

Try

Millinery

Fancy Dry Goods,

§

It.

And

a

large stock of

Also, a full assortmentof canned fruit
including Corn

LADIES’

and Tomatoes, eic.,

FURNISHING GOODS,

Hay, Corn, Oats, Butter and Eggs, will

be taken in Exchange for goods, at

Fans, Parasols, Glovea and Mits,

the

highest Market Price, at the

Standard Trimming*, Worsted Goods. Hats, Feathers, Flowers,
Ribbons, Lacc Collars, Silks and Shawls.

Cheap Cash Store of

A Handsome
E. J, Harrington.

lot of

selection of

New

Table Linen, Ladies’ Jewelry,

new,

„ „

etc.

wife, MINNIE, has left my bed

without just canso, notice ig

hercbv given that I shall not be responsiblefor
any debu contractedby her from and after this
Holland, June

Style Ties, also a large

and Double Satin Ribbon— entirely

KOTICE,
YffHEREAS my
• I;. »,,Id Mara

CHRISTIAN MILLER.
20,

I

18TC.

!

0T

authorized to sell the Steam Tug
Inquire of

on favorable

SOW MSI08ED

coffees and

we have among our

pound that cannot

LOST,

This Lecture . should be in the hands of
every youth and every man in the land.

.............................
0C.

A ...... ............................. 10c.

BOV

CCUlgt

TUG FOB SALE.

on band. Our stock of sugars cannot be

New

.

BAT on the radical cure (without medIdne) of Spermatorrhceaor Seminal
Weakness, Involuntary Seminal Loises, Impotency, Menu) and Physical Incapacity,Imped!menu to Marriase,etc. ; also Consumption, Kpllepsy and Fita inducedby selMndnlgence or sexual
extravagance,Ac.
Price In sealed envelope, only elx cenU,
The celebrated author, In this admirableEssay,
clearlydemonstrates,from a thirty years’ successfnl practice, that the alarming consequences ef
self-abuse may be radically cured frlthont the dangeroos nse of Internal medicine or the application
Of n uni ip nnlnttno
a
a* ^ _ _

bj miy

VAN ZOEREN.

D.

Holland, Michigan.

.
. J1- T- ROGERS.
(Captain of the propeller Rogers.)

-4w

t

Holland. Julvt4, 1870.

A complete stock
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MEAT MARKET WOO:
—IN THE —
FIRST WARD.

GROCERIES. „

Granulated ..........................

Great cnance to maxe money. If
you can’t get gold you can get
* greenbacks.We need a person In

WM. LIECHJNEK.
Mioh.
2Mm.

SCHOUTEN, M.

LOST! LOST!

at

The stand Is one door west of G. J. Heverkate A
Son’s Hardware Store.

Auiuata, Maine.

cm;..

i

than eve? before at the

Extra

nUhi. ^You candolt as'welT as olW^Full p™
rfnin it In order to get
nd of the lint and thraah. Place the juice
in a deep plate and set it in the sun until
u evaporates to the consistency of molasAddr~
%*>."
ses or honey. Spread the salve thus produced on a piece of kid, or on linen cloth,
and apply to (he affected part, renewing it
wo or three times a day. This application in two or three dava will cause the
The ondersignedwUhea to Inform his old friends
ulceroua part to slough off, after which and residents of Hollandand vicinity that bclne at
apply a simple ointment to heal the sore. present located at Muskegon, he haa made arrangement* with Mr. D. R. Mecogs, at Holland, at whose
The remedy is aura, and causes consid- store, on River street, all Job work for binding can
erable pain, but it is otherwise harmless. be left. I have purchased a new and completeline
work.
If the patient has the nerve to stand the or tools and stock and will fnrnlshflrst-clrtss
A. CLOET1NGII.
pain it produces it will effects radicalcure.
it

will aell cheaper

beat.

All

sorrel when green,
in a mortar, beat it up very flue

I

1 caa make money faster at work for us than at
anything else. Capital not required;we will
start you. fits per day at home made by the
Industrious.Men, women, boys and girls wanted
everywhere to wore for us. Now S the time.
Costly outfit and terms free. Address Tbu* A Co.,

remedy, and a gentleman in South Missis- nuhU * ’J*0?’ fkSpMUn? h^tlSustrat^KmUy
publloatlon In the world. Any one can become a
sippi, to whom he gave the receipt, has successful agent. The most elegant works of art
also been cured. Please publish for the given free to subscribers.The price Is so low
that almost everybodysubscribes.One agent re
benefit of suffering humanity.
poru making over gfw In a week. A lady agent
over 400 subscribersIn ten days.
as f Ti His eitraCl 8*ieeP aorrel prepared

Gather the sheep

Which

1

U

A correspondentwrites as follows to the
Columbus (Mias.) Independent:I send you
herewith a remedy lor that horrible disease, cancer, which I believe is a certain
cure. A certain friend of mine in Louis
iana has been oured by the use of this

Etc., Etc.

8>-Bln
B. A.

Stoves,

richness in the materials employed, true

the City.

Free Lunch every Morning.

would respectfollvcall the attention of the public that I have on hand a large stock of

specimen* of cabinet work and inlaying;

gives tone to
nature
aseistlnir
dentition— aiding digestion and checking tb« grern
evacuations which are so troublesomea?d dagger
ous during that period of Infancy. Address, 8
It

m

teen years, and thahkful for former patronage, the
proprietor hopes for a continuanceof the same.
The rooms of Sweet’s Hotel are not excelled by

The American threshing machines on

A Can

The finest Restaurant U* L25Athe
?ge>t,V onrans.and
wkolb system.
helps
by

it

I.
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